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INTRODUCTION

This essay is directed towar~s clarifying the distributional

nature of the word. The vagueness of the term "word" among linguists

and non-linguists alike is exemplified by Quine's attempt to find a

satisfactory operational definition. In his book about words he states

What counts as a word, as against a string of
two or more, is less evident than what counts as
a sentence .. The .principles .behind the printers'
use of spaces are dim, and the relevance of such
principles to any considerations of our own are
doubly so. 1

While emphasizing the arbitrariness of words, to lend uniformity to his

discussion, he settles for the stretches of type between spaces.

Printers'; practice, however accidental, gives
the word a denotation good enough for anything
that I shall have to say. 2

The status of the word as a linguistic unit is best summarized by

Greenberg:

The word as a unit occupies a paradoxical
position in contemporary linguistic science.
Such a unit, roughly coinciding in usage with
its employment in everyday language and in the
discourses of sciences other than linguistics,

1

2

QUine, Word and Object, M.LT., 1960, pp. 13, 14.

Ibid., p.
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occurs almost universally in practice of
descriptive linguists as the dividing line
between the two levels of morphological
(intra-word) and syntactic (supra-word)
constructions 0 Yet no generally accepted
and satisfactory definition exists, and some
linguists deny any validity of the word,
relegating it to folk linguistics0 3

Although not stated by name, one linguist who would probably

relegate the word to folk linguistics is Gleasono

Word divisions are part of our system of
spelling convention 0 Why, for example, is
cannot one word, when ~lst not is two? As a
spelling convention, word division

4
follows

its own, largely arbitrary ruleooo'

A more ambivalent position is displayed by Harris, who managed to

write his fundamental 1946 paper, "From Morpheme to Utterance,"5 without

ever mentioning the word at all, apparently not considering it to be a

viable structural unito In his later papers,6 however, the word seems

to be taken for grantedo

The word is taken more seriously by Hockett,7 who does not attempt

to define words as such, but skirts the problem by discussing units which

have some of the properties that the layman expects words to haveo These

are "segments at which potential pausing is possible," the ".lexemes" of

Bloch and Bloomfiel.d I s "minimum free forms 0" It is not claimed that any

of these have all the properties of words in generalo

3
4

5
6

7

Joseph Greenberg, Essays in Linguistics, Chicago, 1957, po 270

Ho Gleason, An Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics, New York, 1955,
po 420

Zellig Harris, "From Morpheme to Utterance," Lango 22, 1946, ppo 161-830
Harris, "Discourse Analysis," Lango 28, 1952, 18-23; "Co-occurrence and
Transformation in Linguistic Structure," Lango 33, 1957, ppo 283-3400
Co Hockett, A Course in Modern Linguistics, New-York, 19580
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Hockett's mention of a word as a unit at whose boundaries pausing

is possible brings us to distinguish between words in general and phono-

logical words. For phonological words, serious attempts at definitions

have been made. Thus Hil18 defines a phonologically minimal word as a

seguence of segmental phonemes which can stand under (;) and at the

same time under a~y pitch morpheme when there is only one stress phoneme

present, Sledd9 has a similar definition of a phonological word as a

free form containing a single base. He extends the definition to some

multimorph sequences, but prefers to make no decision on the word status

of such compounds as deaf and~ teacher.

Constructional procedures for words in general, not only phono-

logically minimal ones, have been formulated by Greenberg (1957), and by

Juilland (unpublished MS). In these two procedures it is assumed that

the word is a distinguished sequence of morphemes which Can be isolated

by well-defined procedures. These procedures require that distribution

classes of morphemes can be defined and in addition that there is a

recognition procedure for deciding whether or not a given sequence of

morphemes is grarr~atical.

In this essay we examine the extent to which words may be isolated

by purely distributional procedures without a recognition procedure for

grammaticality. Our hypothesis is that a word is a recurring cluster of

morphemes, and that printers' words may be approximated by distributional

8

9

Archibald Hill, Introduction to Linguistic Structures, New York,
1958, p. 115·

Sledd, A Short Introduction to English Grammar, Chicago, 1959, p. 66.
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clusters defined with respect to particular utterances or sublanguages.

Distributional clusters and printers' words are compared for co-extension

according to a goodness-of-fit test. This goodness-of-fit test furnishes

one evaluation procedure for establishing the degree of distributional

reality of the word. The determined distributional reality applies only

to our model, of cours.e, and we make no general claims.

In applying the evaluation procedure we find that distributional

clusters usually coincide with printers' words. We are forced to this

relatively weak conclusion for two important reasons.

First, any distributional procedure for the analysis of linguistic

data yields results which are relative to the corpus from which the dis

tribution was compiled. Thus in the analysis of morphemes, distributional

procedures may isolate set expressions which are characteristic of the

style of the corpus. While these set expressions may give information

about the sublanguage, they may prevent the isolation of printers' words

by distributi.onal means. Examples are the bound forms jumpin and

herewe(go) in the sublanguages of children's primers, and the bound

form however in some samples of philosophical language.

A second reason is one of obtaining sufficient distributional data

to make reliable statistical decisions. Unless a morpheme is used more

than once we do not have sufficient information to assign it to a cluster.

In most corpora, however, the rank-frequency distribution of morphemes

follows Zipf's law, and even in very long texts a high proportion of

morphemes occur only once. Thus i.n increasingly long texts we cannot

hope that all distributional clusters of morphemes will resemble all

printers' words more and more closely. In some written texts most of

4



the high frequency words occur near the beginning of the text. It

follows that if we consider the first n words of the text where n

is fixed, then the goodness of fit may become increasingly better as

longer text samples are used. The rate which the fit improves depends

on the rate of introduction of new words.

Another instance where the goodness of fit becomes better with

larger samples is the case of deliberately closed texts such as graded

school readers. In some primers no morpheme occurs only once, and the

Zipf distribution does not fit the text. On these texts the fit is

quite good for large samples but may be disturbed by the occurrence of

set expressions.

Even though our primary interest is the study of the distributional

relationship between morphemes and words, our distributional models have

greater generality and may be used to study the co-extension of units on

any two adjoining levels. Our procedures for determining distributional

clusters was suggested by the procedure of Harris,lO which he applied to

phonemic data. Some results of the application of our procedures to

phonemes and graphemes are included in the Appendix.

10 Zellig Harris, "From Phoneme to Morpheme," Lang. 31, (1955) pp. 190
234 ..
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THE GENERAL LINGUISTIC MODEL

We assume, throughout, a stratificational model of linguistic

structure, Tnus we take morphemes as elements in which phonemes will

h t t d 't' 11ave s a e POSl lons, or morphs being "composed of phones" in the

12
Sense of Hockett. Similarly, following Greenberg (1957) we take

words as being composed of morphemes so that a word may be identified

with a sequence of morphemes and no morpheme overlaps two words. It is

also assumed that it is possible to identify linguistic units at a

particular level.

We will not give an explicit definition of the morpheme. Again

referring to Greenberg (1957), among American linguists the morpheme is

perhaps most commonly characterized as the minimal sequence of phonemes

which has a meaning or, negatively, as the smallest succession of phonemes

which bears no phonetic-semantic resemblance to other sequences. Greenberg

observes, preliminary to giving his own constructive procedure based on

substitution, that this characterization does not furnish an operational

definition; Bolinger is much more pessimistic,

Two decades ago American structuralists were
trying, with indifferent success, to apply to
morphology the same analytical techniques that
had proved successful in the analysis of sound.

11

12

Zellig Harris, Structural Relations, Chicago, 1951, p. 156.

Charles Hockett, "Linguistic Elements of Their Relations," Lang. 37,
1961, pp. 29-53.
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For a number of reasons--including the lack of
a suitable theory of meaning--[italicsmine] the
attempt made no headway ... Morphemics still
remains) in current texts on linguistics, a
kind of relic of the 1940's.13

Even though explicit definitions are not available, most linguists agree,

or at least have resolvable disagreement~on morphemic analysis. In

specific cases the morpheme is defined well enough implicitly to test our

main hYpothesis that words are morpheme clusters.

Given the units at one particular level, we will use their co-

occurrence properties to obtain subsequences which approximate the units

at the next higher linguistic level. The subsequences so obtained will

be referred to variously as segments, clusters, units, or sometimes

merely as subsequences. For example, from the co-occurrence properties

of the phonemes of a ~orpus, we obtain segments which resemble the

morphemes of the corpus. Likewise, from the distribution of the morphemes

of a corpus we find clusters which approximate the words of the corpus.

In all cases the approximating units are determined relative to

the corpus from which the distribution is defined. The corpus may be

either considered as a closed sublanguage in itself or as a sample from

some larger corpus. We study the behavior of approximate units relative

to longer and longer portions of the corpus, and also relative to the

corpus considered as a statistical sample. The dependence of approxi-

mating units relative to the selection of particular units at a given

level is studied in a restricted way. For example, we compare the effect

of clustering according to two different morphemic representations.

13 Dwight Bolinger, "The Atomization
pp. 555-573.

7
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Our interest in the distributional determination of words as

linguistic units is part of a larger concern with "discovery procedures.,,14

We are interested in models which may explain why SOme particular se'luence

of speech is identified with a linguistic unit at a given level, and why

some other se'luence is not.

Assuming that a word may be represented as a se'luence of morphemes,

how should this se'luence be distinguished? In the well-known paper of

Togeby,15 there is a convenient summary of views of the word in the

1940's. In his discussion of what we might call stratificational defini-

tions, the word is set forth as a morpheme se'luence possessing properties

'classified under the headings of 1° Forme libre minimum, 2° S~parabilit~,

and "3° Permutabilite. In considering how a morpheme se'luence should be

distinguished as a word we will begin by examining Togeby's classifica-

tions.

In Togeby, under the discussion of a word as a forme libre minimum,

we find reference to the definition of Harris16 of the word as a "mini-

mum utterance." This agrees with the Prague School definition of

Polivanov.

Das Wort ist ein potentielles Satz mlnlmum,
d.h. ein solcher Redeabschnitt, den man isolieren
und als einzigen Satzbestandteil aussprechen kann
(z.E.im Gesprachebei Teilwiederholungen von
Gesagtem, Fragen, und Antworten).17

14

15

16

17

Noam Chomsky, Syntactic Structures, The Hague, 1957, p. 51.

Knud Togeby, "Qu'est-ce 'lu'un mot?" Travaux du Cercle Linguisti'lue
de Copenhague, y, 1949, pp. 97-111.

Zellig Harris, International Journal of American Linguistics, 1947
p. 54.

Polivanov, Travaux du Cercle Linguisti'lue de Prague, VI, 1936, p. 79.
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Reference is also made to Bloomfield's 18 statement about the word as a

minimum free form and the smallest items which are spoken by themselves,

in isolation.

The idea of minimum free form is actually found somewhat earlier

as Definition II in Bloomfield's 1926 paper. In order to unde~stand

what was intended by this definition, we quote Bloomfield's preceding

assumptions and definitions.

X2 , °X
3

, X4, then Xl is

Xl consists of X2, X
3
A or

or is unanalyzable, then Xl

1. Definition. An act of speech is an utterance.
2. Assumption 1. Within certain communities successive utter

ances are alike or partly alike.
3. Definition. Any such community is a speech-community.
4. Definition. The totality of utterances that can be

made in a speech-community is the language of that
speech-community.

5. Definition. That which is alike will be called same.
That which is not the same is different.

6. Definition. The vocal features common to same or
partly same utterances are called forms: the corres
ponding stimulus-reaction features---a:re-meanings.

Thus a form is a recurrent vocal feature which
has meaning) and a meaning is a recurrent stimulus
reaction which corresponds to a form.

7. Assumption 2. Every utterance is made up wholly of forms.
8. Definition. A minimum X is an X which does not con

sist entirely of lesser X's.
Thus if Xl consists of

not a minimum X. But if
of X2A, or of Ai' A2 ,
is a minimum X0

9. Definition. A minimum form is a morphemEj; its meaning is
a sememe.

Thus a morpheme is a recurrent (meaningful) .form which
cannot in turn be analyzed into smaller recurrent (meaning
ful) forms. Hence any unanalyzable word or formative is
a morpheme.

18
Leonard Bloomfield, Language, 1933, p. 178.
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10. Definition. A form which may be an utterance is free.
A form which is not free is bound.

11. Definition. A minimum free form is a word.
A word is thus a form which may be uttered alone (With

meaning) but cannot be analyzed into parts that may (all
of them) be uttered alone (With meaning). Thus the word
Quickly can be analyzed into Quick and -ly, but the
latter part cannot be uttered alone; the word writer
can be analyzed into write and -er, but the latter can
n~t be uttered,alone \the word err being by virtue of
dlfferent meanlng a dlfferent form) ... 1)1

Similar views are found in the older "universal grammars." They

differ principally in taking the Aristotelian position that the word and

not some smaller unit has meaning. In other regards it is worth while

to note, for the history of ideas, that they are remarkably close to

Bloomfield's postulates. In Beattle ·we f'ind

The Quantity of distinct speech that we pronounce
with one effort of the articulating organs is
called.. thesyllable, '.'

Language is made up of' words; and words are the
smallest divisions of speech that have significa
tion. Syllables, as such, have no meaning; for a
significant syllable is a word. Every word means
something, either of' itself', or as joined to
other words; and words derive their meaning from
the consent and practice of those who use them. 20

Likewise, in Harris we find a concern with minimum units of meaning.

But what shall we say? Have these parts [of a
Quantity of Sound] again other parts, which are
in like manner significant and may be pursued to
Infinite? Can we suppose that all Meaning, like
Body, to be divisible, and to include within
itself other Meanings without end? If' this be
absurd, then must we necessarily admit, that
there is such a thing as a Sound significant, of

19

20

Leo.nariJ. Bloomfield, :"A Set of Postulates for th.e Scie.nce of Language,"
Lang., ~, 1926, pp. 153-164.· .
James Beattle, Dis.sertations Moral and Critical,London, 1733, p. 269.
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which no part is of itself significant. And this
is what we call the proper character of a Word.
For thus though the Words [Sun] and [shineth] have
each a Meaning, yet is there certainly no Meaning
in any of there Parts, neither in the syllables of
one, nor the Letters of the other. 21

James Harris refers to Priscian's (Lib. II) definition in which the word

is defined as a minimum meaningful utterance in connected speech.

Dictio est pars minima orationis constructae, id
est, in ordine compositae. Pars autem, ~uantum ad
totum intelligendum, id est, ad totius sensus
intellectum. Hoc autem ideo dictum est, ne~uis

conetur vires in duas partes dividere, hoc est, in
vi et res; non enim ad totum intelligendum haec
fit divisio.

For purposes of constructing our model we shall interpret minimum

free form as follows:

A word is a se~uence of subword units. If this sequence may be

uttered alone, then it is to be expected that the sequence co-occurs

freely with other sequences. Freely co-occurring sequences are not

necessarily meaningful. The determination of the extent to which they

are is the object of this essay.

~ . .-Under the classification of separabl1~te, Togeby places the

22requirement of Jakabson that words are the separable components of

phrases: minimal actually separable components of the phrase. Conversely,

the constituents of a word should not be separable.

21

22

James Harris, Hermes or a Philosophical Inquiry Concerning Universal
Grammar, London, 1771, pp. 20-21.

R. Jakabson, Actes du Ivm
e

Congres de Linguistes, 1938, pp. 133-34.
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,/ \
... un eleve
M. Martinet
des parties

,/

francais de l'ecole de Prague,
a soulign~ la non-separabilit~

constituant du mot.

Here, Togeby also quotes Bloomfield (1933):" a word cannot be interrupted

by other forms."

The general requirement of s~parabilit~ seems to be that a word

is a morpheme sequence which may co-occur with other morpheme sequences

to give grammatical utterances. If the sequence is a distinct word, then

its morphemes must be contiguous, and the morphemes of a noncontiguous

grammatical sequence cannot be identified with the same word.

,/

Under permutabilite, Togeby quotes Hjelmslev: "les mots pourront

tout simplement ~tre d~finis comme les signes minima dont l'es:pression,

A ;1 n23
et de meme Ie contenu, sont reciproquement permutables. According to

Togeby, Hjelmslev means that "un changement de l' ordre des mots pourra
A

encrainer un changement de sens, tandis qu'un changement de l'ordre

des parties du mots n'en sera pas capable."

The requirement here is that if a sequence of morphemes is iden-

tified with a word, then the order of the sequence must be invariant.

In Greenberg (1957), there is proposed a definition of the word

based on substitution and the recognition of grammatical sequences. We

interpret this definition as follows:

Let S be a sequence of linguistic units and G the class of

grammatical sequences, in Greenberg's words the class of sequ~nces which

"exist as expressions in the language. 1I

23 L. Hjelmslev, Omkring Sprogteoriens Grundlaeggelse, 1943, p. 66.
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Suppose tha,t S = X ABC DEE G is a morpheme sequence. We

want to decide whether or not the boundary between Band C is a

word boundary. To each morpheme of S there corresponds a "nucleus."

For the nucleus of B to be a word terminal it is necessary that

"infinite insertion" of nuclei be possible between Band :C, otherwise

if there "is a maximum to the. number of nuclei that can be inserted,"

the boundary is "intra-word boundary."

Nuclei are classes of morpheme sequences having strongly equiva-

lent substitution properties. To define them we need several preliminary

definitions.

The morphemes P and Q belong to the same "restricted class"

just in case the following conditions hold.

Let S E G be any sequence containing P, and Z t P be any

morpheme. Let S' be the sequence obtained from S by the insertion

or deletion of Z, and S" be obtained from S' by the replacement

of P by Q. Then S' EcG implies that S" E G.

A morpheme substitution class MSC is a restricted class. Let

MSC(B) = R(B) by the MSC of B in S = X ABC DEE G. The

sequence R
l

.•. R
k

, k ~ 2 is a thematic sequence for B in S, if

there exist. morphemes B
l

E R
l

, BkE Rk
such that

X A Bl ... BkC D E E G and for no j E (1, , k) , R(B) = R..
J

A nucleus is either a single MSC or thematic sequence of a

single morpheme. Thus, e.g., R(B) ~y be the nucleus for B, or if

R(A) R(B) is the thematic sequence of some morpheme Z, then Z is

"expandable" into a thematic sequence.

13



Let S = ABC DEE G a nd S' = A B S.C DEE G
l

Let (S)
i

sponding nuclei.

be a set of morpheme se'luences and (N(S.)}
l

the corre-

also. We re'luire that the initial element of Si not be identical with

B and the final element of S' not identical with C. We also re'luire

that R(B) in S be e'luivalent to R(B) in S' and R(C) in S be

e'luivalent to R(C) in S'.

If (S.) is an infinite set, then B is a word terminal, otherwise
l

not. Some of the conditions for class membership are so strict that we

would expect the defined classes to be empty for the language taken as

a whole. Perhaps as Chomsky conjectures in a review of Greenberg's

essay: "It might be that the notion of word may be defined relative to

,,24
a particularly simple; set of sentences..

In practice, Greenberg's conditions might be interpreted as

follows: S = X ABC D E occurs in the language. The subse'luence BC

may belong to a single word if it is replaceable by a single morpheme

and grammaticality is preserved. If for a small number of morpheme

sequences the se'luences X A B S.C D E
l

are grammatical, then the

subsequence BC belongs to the same word. If the sequences XABS.CDE
l

are grammatical for a large number of S. ,
l

then the subsequence BC

probably does not belong to the same word.

In an unpublished MS, Juilland develops a constructive definition

of the word which requires the recognition of sentences, phrases, or

breath groups and of grammaticality.

For convenience we consider his definition with respect to sen-

tences. Juilland considers seven classes of morphemes, those which may

occur only as sentence Linitial, ·2 medial, 3 final, 4 ·non-initial, 5 non-

Word, Vol. 12, 1958, p. 217.
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medial, 6:non-finaland 7 unrestricted. If S = X ABC DE € G is a

morpheme se~uence, the boundary between Band C is classified

according to the potential sentence occurrences of Band C. Bounda-

ries are classified in F:igure 10 Here c indicates a "conjunctive

boundary" and d a "disjunctive boundary."

Potential Occurrences of' B.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 d c c c c c c

2 c c c c c c c

3 d c c c d d d

4 d c c c d d d

5 d c c . c d d d

6 c c c c c c c

7 d c c c d d d

Figure 10 Potential Se~uence Boundaries

Disjunctive boundaries isolate potential words called "functional

units." Conjunctive boundaries occur potentially within words but must

be tested by an "insertion criterion." Thus if BC span a conjunctive

boundary, the B is a word boundary, if there exists a morpheme

sequence such that X A B S.C D E € G.
l

Juilland suggests another way of determining conjunctive and

disjunctive boundaries. Instead of an absolute classification of units

into the seven positional classes according to their occurrence in

sentences, we may classify units on a continuous scale. Thus a unit u is

a member of the class IMF if u occurs in initial, medial, and final

15



position with percentages I, M, F respectively. Instead of classing

a unit as only initial or final, for example, we calculate a "coefficient

of demarcative load," defined as

c I + F---
M

These numerical considerations appear as possible extensions, and their

conse~uents are not explored fully.

16



TEE USE OF NUMERICAL LINGUISTIC DATA

Our object now i~ to define a quantitative procedure for

approximating the word. The procedure should attempt to meet the

various requirements summarized in the last section. Since our interest

is in distributional methods, we do not want the procedure to include

an independent test for grammaticality.

The requirements that we attempt to fulfill are summarized by

Juilland as adhesion and separability. These are realized as a common

characteristic in the procedures of Greenberg and Juilland: A potential

word is isolated as a sequence of morphemes which are associated in

some special way, then the potential word is tested for its function

as a word, according to some test of insertion.

Many linguists have considered numerical data, see for example

Herdan. 25 Most large sample linguistic studies, however, have been

confined to counting units at a particular level, and numerical data

have not generally been used to study relationships between levels.

That linguists may be influenced by the frequency of units in

making grammatical analyses was recognized by Pittman. 26 Pittman

assumes that a complex form has been segmented into immediate constit-

uents XY. The problem is to decide which constituent is central and

25
Gustav Herdan, Quantitative Linguistics, Washington, 1964.

R. Pittman, "Nuclear Structure in Linguistics, II Lang., Vol. 24,
1948, pp. 287-292.
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which is lateral. The behavior of linguists in making this decision is

summarized in ten proposed premises. Two of these concern the frequency

of co-occurring units. These are:

Premise 3. Versatility (Range). If X of the sequence XY occurs

with more concomitants than Y, then X is usually considered

central.

Premise 6. Individual Frequency. If, in a text, X occurs more

frequently than Y, then X may be interpreted as lateral and Y as

central.

Pittman's interest was different from ours. He was concerned with what

linguists do in writing grammars for previously unstudied languages,

where higher-level syntactic units have not been already determined.

Our interest is in the cross-level relationships among accepted

grammatical units.

Cross-level numerical studies have been made by Harris (1955), Chat-

27 28man, and Gammon. Harris developed a procedure for determining morphemes

27

28

S. Chatman, "Immediate Constituents and Expansion Analysis," Word, 11,
1955, pp. 377-85.

E. Gammon, Proc. IX Inter. Congo Ling., 1963, pp. 507-513.
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from phoneme distributions, and Chatman used the same procedure to

determine phrases from the distribution of Fries's classes. Gammon

used a statistical version of Harris's method to relate phrase boundaries

to the co-occurrence properties of distribution classes. Since the

procedures which we will develop in this essary are adaptations from

Harris, we will present his method in some detail. Before proceeding,

however, let us consider some hypothetical samples of numerical linguis

tic data.

Let X ABC DEbe a sequence of morphemes to be segmented.

Consider the boundary between Band C. Is this boundary a word

boundary? Assume first that B occurs only with the concomitants

A, E, C and G, with the frequencies indicated in Case 1.

Morpheme Pair

AB

EB

Frequency

4

6

Morpheme Pair

BC

BF

Case 1

Frequency

3

7

With no further information, we might observe that B occurs more

frequently with A than with C, and segment as AB CD. Under this

condition the requirement of adhesion may be met, but a simple consid

eration of frequencies is not sufficient to meet the requirement of

separability. This is illustrated by the hypothetical set of data of

Case 2.

19



Morpheme Pair Frequency Morpheme Pair Frequency

AB 4 BC 3

EB I BF 7

GB I

HE I

IB I

JB I

KB I

Case 2

In this case the frequency of AB also exceeds the frequency of

BC, but the segmentation AB CD would not agree with linguistic

intuition at all. In Case 2, B has much greater freedom of combina-

tion on the left than on the right, and to satisfy the condition of

separability, at least approximately, we would segment as A BCD.

Our first approximating procedure which partially meets both

requirements is a direct adaptation of Harris's procedure to finite

morphemic data.

Harris assumes that an utterance U may be represented as a

sequence of phonemes a
l

a
2

... an· Let R(al ) be the number of

different phonemes which may follow the phoneme al in the total

language. Similarly, let R(a
l

, a
2

) be the number of different

Likewise, letphonemes which may follow aI' a2 and so on.

be the number of different phonemes which may precede

L(a )
n

a ,L(a I a )
n n- n

the number which may precede an_l an' and so on. Then the sequence
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describes the freedom of co-occurrence on the right at each phoneme of

U, and the se~uence

describes the freedom of co-occurrence on the left at each phoneme of U.

Harris observes that morpheme boundaries tend to occur at positions

in U where the corresponding values of Rand L are large or attain

their relative maxima. Thus if R(a
l

a
k

) is a relative maximum in

the se~uence SR, then is a morpheme terminal. Likewise is

a morpheme terminal if R(al ••• a
k

) exceeds a value comparable to the

total number of different phonemes in the language. Under similar

conditions for L(a.
J

a ),
n

is a morpheme initial.

We reproduce an illustrative example from Harris's paper:

5 29 15 12 28 7

24 3 23 10 2 27

5 29 7 1

5 3 23 16 1 18 18 23 24 5 23 11

wz1 e·· r .• e p

8 29 29 7 2 29 9 29

howwo1yas

L

R

The segments obtained are

;9 e/ say / low / w 0 h 1 z / war / a p

In the next section we apply a similar procedure to morphemic data.
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A MODIFICATION OF HARRIS'S PROCEDURE

In order to study the distributional characteristics o~ words, we

might attempt to quantify the requirements of adhesion and separability

by the direct application of Harris's procedure to morphemic data.

First, note that Harris's procedure requires a potentially unlimit-

ed sample of the language. Consider the utterance the silo walls were

.!:!.J2. as a sequence of morphemes:

the + silo + wall + (pt} + be + (past} + (pt} + up •

The sequence the silo wall e.g., may be followed by the morphemes

(pt}, ~, ~, to that in the whole language R(the silo wall) will

be extremely large. More important for our purposes is that we have no

way to determine R(the silo wall) and no way to compare it with

R(the silo wall s). This is not true for the phonemic inventory of the

language where the number of different units is small and their co-

occurrence is strictly constrained. This is also not true of distribu-

tion classes which are also constrained, and makes grammatical analysis

such as "predictive analysis,,29 possible.

We may circumvent the complications in computing the values of R

and L by restricting ourselves to sublanguages and using finite

samples. If the sample is considered to be statistically adequate, we

may apply a statistical version of Harris's procedure and make inferences

about the whole language. Computationally, we still must determine the

co-occurrence measures for variable length sequences: R for the first

unit, first two, etc., and L for the last unit, last two, etc. In

29 I. Rhodes, A New Approach to the Mechanical Translation of Russian,
unpublished report, Nat. Bur. of Standards, Wash. D. C., 1959.
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Harris's application the sequence of phonemes represented a sentence; in

dealing with morphemes we cannot necessarily assume that we are able to

recognize sentences, since we do not want an independent test for

grammaticality.

In light of these restrictions we suggest that we might achieve

the same results as Harris by using fixed-length subsequences rather

than some higher-level syntactic unit. Thus for some fixed k, the

co-occurrence measures

might yield the same segments as the sequence

This would certainly be the case if the language were generated by

a finite order Markov process, and in fact all our segmentation proce-

dures are describable in terms of finite state models. That the language

be a finite state language is not a necessary condition and is not

required for our segmentation procedures.

We shall modify Harris's procedure as follows:

We use finite language samples and compute Rand L for single

morphemes, pairs of morphemes, or, at most, triples of morphemes. We

place boundaries after maxima in Rand before minima in L. Segments

compiled with respect to n-tuplesdetermined by values of

are referred to as the

Rand L
n n

II th . "n-- order segmentatlon of the sample. In

most cases n is small, since it is well known that "most sentences in

the language occur only once."
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The first sample which we will consider for purposes of illustra

tion is from the primer Ted and Sally.;:lJ T his .text contains

121 different printers' words in all, used in a large variety of combina

tions with many repetitions. The sample consists of the first 4,670

morphemes and forms the main narrative of the text. For first and

second order segmentations, the sample size is sufficient for statistical

reliability. This is not true for the third order segmentation, however.

The first eight sentences of the text follow.

llCome
J

Boots, II., said Ted.

II Come and ride.

Come and ride in my wagon. "

II Jump in, Boots, " said Ted.

"Jump in and ride.

Ride in my wagon, Boots.

Jump in and ride. "

"Here go, " said Ted.we

Initially, we use a morphemic representation which ignores the

intonation contours indicated by punctuation. Later we will compare a

representation which uses punctuation. In this morphemically simple text,

verbs occur only in present, past, or present participle forms; and nouns

only with possessive and plural inflections and not as constituents of

other single nouns. This morpheme representation gives

come Boots sai d Ted

come and ride

come and ride in my wagon

30 A. 1. Gates, M. B. Huber, and F.S. Salisbury, New York, 1957.
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jump in Boots sai d Ted

jump in and ride

ride in my wagon Boots

jump in and ride

here we go sai d Ted

For this eight sentence sample R(come) = 2, L(come) 1,

R(Boots) = 1, L(Boots) = 1, R(sai) = 1, L(sai) = 2 ...

Values of Rand L for the full text are shown in Table 1.

Thus in this text Rl(d = past) = 46, R2(sai d) = 19, and R
3

(Boots sai d)

= 3· Likewise, Ll(d) = 10, L
2

(d Ted) = 4, and L
3

(d Ted come) = 1.
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come Boots sai d Ted

R1 19 24 1 46 45
R2 1 19 37
R

3
36

L 32 37 46 10 421
L2 1 13 46 4 1

L
3

1 17 30 1 2

come and ride

R1 19 21 25
R2 2 4 8

R
3

k 2 3

L1 32 19 13
L2 7 3 2

L
3 5 1 1

come and ride in my wagon

R1 19 21 25 14 13 19

R2 3 4 8 3 2 5
R

3
1 1 3 2 2 2

L1 32 19 13 14 18 4

L2 7 3 9 1 4 1

L
3 5 1 4 1 1 1

jump in Boots sai d Ted

R1 1 14 24 1 46 45
R2 1 3 3 1 19 37
R

3
1 1 3 1 3 36

L1 5 14 37 46 10 42

L2 5 2 11 46 4 4
L
3 3 2 11 30 1 2
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jump in and ride

R
1

1 14 21 25

R2 37 3 2 8

R
3

1 2 1 5

L
1 5 14 19 13

L2 5 3 3 4

L
3

3 2 1 1

ride in my wagon Boots

R1 25 14 13 4 24

R2 4 3 2 5 2

R
3

1 1 2 2 1

L1 13 14 18 19 37
L
2 9 1 4 2 1

L
3

4 1 1 1 1

jump in and ride

R
1

1 14 21 25

R2 1 3 2 8

R
3

1 1 1 5

L1 5 14 19 13

L2 5 3 3 4

L
3

3 2 1 2

here we go sai d Ted

R1 9 9 24 1 46 45

R2 3 4 10 1 19 37

R
3

1 1 7 1 2 36

L 21 33 29 46 10 421
L2 12 3 2 46 4 1

L
3

2 8 2 30 7 1

Table 1,. Values of Co-occurrence Measures.
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We indicate the segmentation of the first four sentences. First,

we show the segmentation following from the R's alone. Segment ter

minals are morphemes with relatively high right-freedom of co-occurrence.

First order segments from R's alone are

come Boots / sai d / Ted

come and ride /
come and ride / in my wagon /
jump in Boots / sai d / Ted

Second order segments from R's alone are

come Boots sai d Ted /
come and ride /
come and ride / in my wagon /
jump in Boots / sai d Ted /

Third order segments from R's alone are

come Boots sai d Ted /
come and ride /
come and ride / in my wagon /
jump in Boots / sai d Ted /
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We also show the segmentation following from the L's alone.

Segment initials are morphemes with relatively high left-freedom of

co-occurrence.

First order segments from the L's alone are

come Boots / sai d / Ted

come and ride /
come and ride in / my wagon /
jump in Boots / sai d / Ted

Second order segments from the L's alone are

come Boots / sai d Ted /
come and rid!, /
come and / ride in / my wagon /
jump in Boots / sai d Ted /

Third order segments from the L's alone are

come Boots / sai d Ted /
come and ride /
come and / ride in my wagon /
jump in Boots / sai d Ti?d /
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Combining both right and left co-occurrence information, the

segmentations are

First order:

come

come

come

jump

Boots / sai

and ride /
and ride /

in Boots /

d

in

sai

/

/

Ted

my

d

wagon

Ted

/

Second order:

come Boots / sai d Ted /
come and ride /
come and / ride / in / my wagon /
jump in Boots / sai d Ted /

Third order:

come Boots / sai d Ted /
come and ride /
come and / ride / in my wagon /
jump in Boots / sai d Ted /
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In examining the segmentations we note that there is little

difference between the second and third orders. This suggests a limited

range of dependence among morphemes, as we might expect in such a syn

tactically simple text.

It is more interesting to compare the segmentations following

from the R's alone and the L's alone. In the second order segmen

tations, for the R's alone, we obtain only phrases: in my wagon, or

sentences come and ride. For the L's alone we obtain phrases: my

wagon, or other combinations which are not conventional syntactic units:

ride in. It is generally true in this text that right co-occurrence

measures give recognizable syntactic units, but left measures do not.

The same result is true for distribution classes, as noted by Gammon (1963)·

We conjecture that English has a right-left asymmetry in that usual

syntactic boundaries may be better determined by predicting following

units than by guessing preceding ones.

In the second order segmentations we also note that the segments

may be words: ride, in; phrases: my wagon; clauses: sai d Ted;

sentences: come and ride; or in some cases incidental morpheme combi

nations: come and. There seems to be no tendency for the segments to

correspond to printers' words, nor any larger units all at a particular

level. This was not true, of course, for the phrases and clauses

determined by co-occurrence on the right.

In applying Harris's procedure we obtain segments having

relatively high external freedom of combination. No direct account is

made of our other requirement that a word be a sequence of morphemes

displaying strong internal association. In the next section we attempt
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to fulfill both these requirements by a constructive procedure which

utilizes data on right and left freedom of co-occurrence in a somewhat

different way.
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if one

is the sequence

A SEGMENTATION PROCEDURE

The modified Harris's procedure in the last section gives sub

sequences of morphemes which partially fulfill our requirements. The

placing of segment boundaries at positions of maximum freedom of combi

nation is one way of realizing separability, but the requirement that a

word should be a morpheme sequence showing strong internal association

is accounted for only in a negative way--we do not place boundaries at

positions of low freedom of combination.

In this section we propose another procedure for grouping morphemes

giving segments with both adhesion and separability. At the same time

we introduce a scale of degrees of distributional separation.

In Harris's original procedure there is sufficient information to

form a ranking of boundaries. Recall that al ... an

to be segmented and we place a boundary between ak

or more of the following conditions is met.

1. R(al a
k

) is a relative maximum in SR.

2. L(ak+l an) is a relative maximum in SL.

3. R or L are large in comparison with the number of different

phonemes.

If any two of these conditions are satisfied, we would seem to have

stronger distributional evidence for segmentation than in the case of

just one alone. Likewise, if all three conditions are fulfilled, then

we would expect tnat a
k

would be a morpheme terminal more often than

if just two of the conditions are fulfilled.
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We shall adopt a similar line of reasoning to segmentations based

on the distributions of fixed-length subsequences. The boundaries that

we obtain are "local" in nature and are determined entirely by a fixed

number of preceding and following morphemes.

As usual, XABCDE is a morpheme sequence, and we want to decide

on the basis of numerical linguistic data whether or not we should

insere a boundary between Band C. For convenience we introduce some

notation. Let

A B ) C D indicate a right-hand boundary after B,

following from the distribution of B,

and

A B ( C D indicate a left-hand boundary before C,

following from the distribution of C.

In a first-order segmentation of the sequence XABCDE, we will

use only the distributional properties of single morphemes. Thus, in

our hypothetical Case 2, we referred only to the distributional prop-

erties of B.

Morpheme Pair

AB
EB
GB
HE
IB
JB
KB

Frequency

4
1
1
1
1
1
1

Morpheme Pair

BC
BF

Frequency

3
7

Case 2
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In this case the text frequencies indicate that B has much greater

freedom of combination on the left than on the right. Given no further

information, we might segment as A ( BCD. We formalize this decision

in the following "Cutting Rule."

If R(B) > L(B) cut as XAB ) C D E.

If R(B) < L(B) cut as X A ( B C D E.

If R(B) L(B) cut either as XAB ) C DEar as

X A ( B C D E.

But if B occurs with only one following type, make no cut after B,

or with only one preceding type, make no cut before B.

Cutting Rule

This cutting rule takes into account the local freedom

of combination of B, and the adhesion of B by not cutting

when B has only one concomitant. Not cutting on the left,

e.g., when R(B) > L(B), also meets the requirement of

adhesion in a negative way, as in Harris's procedure.

From the point of view of sampling, this cutting rule has

the advantage that the expected sign of R-L is independent

of text frequency. In our statistical version of Harris's

procedure, high frequency morphemes tended to occur with many

different predecessors and successors so that Rand L were

large and cuts were necessarily made at the corresponding

morphemes.
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In segmenting XABCDE we meet the requirement of adhesion

by joint consideration of the distributions of adjoining units.

At the same time we introduce a scale of strengths of distri-

butional separation.

Let us insert right- and left-hand boundaries at C by use of the

cutting rule, as we did with B. Combining boundaries, we obtain

the nine possible combinations which we call the "Segmentation Rule" in

Figure 2..

R(C) - L(C)

> 0 o < 0

R(B) - L(B)

> 0 B)C B)(C or B)C B)(C
--

B)C or B) (C
~ 0 B)C or .BC or B)(C or B(C

BC or B(C

< 0 BC BC or B(C B(C

Figure 2. Segmentation Rule

In cases where R ~ L, there are alternative ways of placing

boundaries. We can combine these alternative possibilities as follows

to obtain a scale of strengths of segmentation: Let us weight right-

and left-hand boundaries equally, and in the case of alternatives, weight

according to the average number of possible ways of inserting boundaries.

Thus when R(B) ~ L(B) and R(C) > L(C), we place boundaries as

"B)C or BC". The average number of boundaries between Band C in

this case is one-half. Let four slashes IIII indicate two boundaries,

three slashes III indicate an average of one and one-half, and so on.



Let us call the number of slashes the degree of the boundary. The

resulting "Composite Segmentation Rule" is shown in Figure 3.

The strongest evidence for segmentation is in the case where

R(C) < L(C), so that we place a left-hand boundary before C; and at

the same time R(B) > L(B), so that we place a right-hand boundary

after B. The result is indicated as A B ) ( C D. The weakest evidence

for segmentation is where R(C) < L(C), and at the same time R(C) > L(B).

The result is indicated as A ( B C ) D. The other seven cases are

intermediate.

R(C) - L(C)

> 0 o < 0

R(B) - L(B)

> 0 Bllc Bilic B/ilic
~ 0 B/c Bllc Bilic

< 0 BC B/c Bllc

Figure 3. Composite Segmentation Rule

Note that this rule depends only on the relative values of the

R's and L's, and all that is used is the sign of the difference R - L.

This is discarding information, which is the price of keeping the rule

as simple as possible. It is conceivable, for example, that we might

want to weight boundaries according to the numerical value of the differ-

ences. We will not do this, but later in this essay we will indicate

how we might test the statistical hypothesis that in a linguistic universe

R is significantly different from L.
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Let us apply the Composite Segmentation Rule to the first eight

sentences of Ted and Sally. We obtain the first-order segments:

come//Boots//sai d//Ted////

come and//ride////

come and//ride///in///my wagon/III

j1JInp/in// /Boots// sai d//Ted// / /

jump/in/and//ride//

ride///in///my//wagon//Boots//

jump/in/and//ride////

here//we//go//sai d//Ted

All segments separated by at least two slashes are words: ~,

Boots, sai d, ... , except for the phrase jump in, and the accidental

combination come and. Recall that come and was also obtained as a seg

ment, using the modified Harris procedure. Segments bounded by three or

four slashes are words: in; phrases: my wagon; sentences: come Boots

sai d Ted; or again accidental morpheme combinations: my wagon Boots

jump in and ride.

We may hope to obtain a closer correspondence with printers' words

by use of additional distributional information. Note that come and

appears as a segment since R(come) - L(come) < 0, and R(and) - L(and) > 0.

But R(and) = 21 and L(and) = 19, so that the difference is barely

positive and we might only be seeing the result of sampling variations.

On the other hand a combination of the form verb and is not unusual in

children's stories.



Improvements might follow also from the use of a more elaborate

morphemic representation involving punctuation, or morphs instead of

morphemes. In addition, we might want to utilize contextual restrictions.

To evaluate these alternatives, we develop the measures of evaluation in

the next section.
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EVALUATION PROCEDURES

The constructive procedures of Greenberg and Juilland are

developed with the aid of many illustrative examples, but are still

programmatic and have not been applied to large linguistic samples.

Likewise, Harris gives the morphemic segmentation of many sentences

but does not give a numerical evaluation of his results for a large

text.

The prevailing attitude in evaluating linguistic procedures

has been that either a ~inguistic model is adequate or it is not.

The demonstrations of inadequacy are usually by counter-examples and
.

are analogous to some proofs in symbolic logic. Examples are the

demonstrations of the inadequacies of finite-state grammars of Bar

Hillel and Shamir,3
1

and the inadequacies of phrase-structure grammars

32of Chomsky.

In evaluating our approximation procedures, we will be concerned

with degrees of adequacy. We do not expect that all segments of a given

order will be co-extensive with words, but if our procedures are

approximately adequate, then this should be true for a large percentage

of segments. In cases where we do not achieve even approximate adequacy,

31

32

Y. Bar-Hillel and E. Shamir, "Finite State Languages: Formal Repre
sentations and Adequacy Problems," BulL Res. Council of Israel,
Vol. 8 F, Feb, 1960, No.3.

N. Chomsky, "Three Models for the Description of Language," I.R.E.
Trans. on Inf. Th., Vol. IT-2, Sept. 1956.
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the fault may be in our segmentation procedure or its underlying assump-

tions and the accompanying linguistic model. Since our procedures are

statistical, potential inadequacies may also follow from sample sizes

too small in relation to the number of parameters to be estimated.

Our results presented so far suggest that there is a strong

correspondence between the degree of a segment boundary and the corres-

ponding syntactic boundary. It appears that segment boundaries of zero

and first degrees correspond to intra-word boundaries, second-degree

segment boundaries to word boundaries, and third-and fourth-degree

boundaries to phrase and sentence boundaries.

To determine the correspondence, we must give a more precise

formulation. In the morpheme sequence XABCDE let and

be the lowest level constituents containing Band C respectively.

It may happen that Bl = Band 1
C = C. and Cl belong to the

same printers' word, then the syntactic boundary between Band C is

a morpheme boundary. If Bl and Cl do not belong to the same printers'

word, then the syntactic boundary between Band C is labeled

according to the highest syntactic level of B
l

or

Thus in the sequence un gentlemanly the space marks a morpheme

boundary, since ungentlemanly is a printers' word. However in the

king of England's, where B = England and C = ~,
1B = the king of

England and Cl
's 0 Consequently we take the boundary between

England and's as a phrase boundary.

In the two word sequences, the man and he went, the spaces

mark word and phrase boundaries respectively. Likewise the included

quoted sentence in "Come,Boots," said Ted is separated by sentence boundaries.
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Between any two morphemes we have 20 possible combinations of

syntactic and segment boundaries. For the first 198 morphemes of Ted

and Sally, these occur with the freQuencies shown in Table 2. Here

there are many one-word phrases.

Syntactic Boundary

Degree

of

Segment

Boundary

morpheme word phrase sentence

0 14 20 14 2

1 0 7 5 0

2 0 10 36 21

3 0 1 21 0

4 ° 2 11 33

Table 2. Classification of Boundaries.

A measure of correspondence is provided by the statistic. 33

be the observed freQuency in theLetof each other.

Assume that segment boundaries and syntactic boundaries occur independent

i th row and

jth column of the 5 x 4 table, and E
ij

the expected freQuency under

conditions of statistical independence.

Then

2
2

(O .. -E .. )
X = 2..' 2..' lJ lJ

Eij

33 See, for example, M. G. Kendall, The Advanced Theory of Statistics,
Vol. 1, New York, 1952, p. 290, et seQ.
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For Table 2 the computed value of is 186.9. Under independeilce

wouldViewed as a statistical test, this computed value of

larger values than this may be expected with probability less than .001,

X2

lead us to reject the hypothesis of independence. A measure of the degree

of correspondence between segment and syntactic boundaries is given by

the contingency coefficient (Kendall, 1952, p. 319).

where N is the total number of observations. In the case of indepen-

dence and consequently 0, is small. For strong dependence

is large and 0 is near one. For Table 2, 0 = .70 and expresses a

relatively strong, but by no means perfec~ correspondence.

If our classification may be expressed in a 2 x 2 table, then we

may use other measures of association. For example, there appears to be

a strong correspondence between sentence boundaries and segment boundaries

of degree four. Expressed in a 2 x 2 table, the observed frequencies

are

Syntactic Boundary

Degree
of

Segment
Boundary

I morpheme, word, phrase sentence

0,1,2,3 a = 128 b = 23

4 c = 13 d = 33



An immediately computable measure is Yule's measure of association

Q
ad - be
ad + be

This measure ranges between - 1 and + 1, with expected value zero in

the case of independences, Here

3995
Q ~!i453 ,90

and expresses strong association,

For the classification

Syntactic Boundary

Degree
of

Segment
Boundary

morpheme word, phrase, sentence

a l~ 36

I l,2,3,1.L a 1~'7

Q ~ LOa

and shows that Yule j s measure is not applicable whenever one cell fre'luency

is zero, On the other hand, X2 ~ 51,5 and C ~ ,46,

In all these cases the statistical hypothesis of independence is

rejected, and the computed statistical association is strong, These

measures might be felt to be lacking in linguistic content, For example,

in the last case a segment boundary of degree zero marks a morpheme

boundary 14 times and a higher order syntactic boundary 36 times,

Customarily, better performance is expected of a linguistic procedure,

We point out, however, that in this classification there was agreement

in marking word, phrase, and sentence boundaries in 147 cases and no
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cases of disagreement. From a linguistic point of view it will be more

enlightening to examine in detail the 36 cases of non-separation. We

will show later in this essay that these boundaries may be used to

define expressions characteristic of the s~yle of the text.



EXTENSIONS OF THE SEGMENTATION RULE

We have now completed the development of the underlying notions

of our segmentation ruleo In this section we show several possible

extensions which utilize contextual restrictionso We also show how

we may use more general measures of freedom of co·-occurrence.

In Harris's procedure the measures of freedom of co-occurrence

Rand L are calculated with respect to all the preceding and all

the following units in an utterance, and in a sense use as much

information as possible about contextual restrictionso Our procedure,

as developed so far, uses as little contextual restriction as possibleo

In fact, our segmentation rule is completely describable in terms of

a particul.arly simple finite state model which assumes that each

linguistic unit is identical with a state, It follovs that e,"ch seg

ment boundary is completely characterized by the co-occurrence

properties of the units preceding and following ito

For an explicit example, consider a hypothetical language with only

four different units X, Y, Z and Wo Let these units have the pos

sible concatenation properties shown in the state diagram in Figure 40
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X( 0
j 1
Z

Figure 4. State Diagram

Possible transitions may be tabulated more conveniently in matrix

form in Figure 5. The entry 1 indicates that transition is possible,

and the entry 0 indicates that transition is impossible.

--
X Y Z W R

X 0 0 1 1 2

Y 1 1 1 1 4

z 0 0 0 1 1

W 0 1 0 0 1

L 1 2 2 3

Figure 5. Matrix of Possible Transitions

The row sums give the number of right-hand neighbors,and the column sums

give the number of left_hand neighbors. In this simple language all

possible boundaries may be indicated by another matrix shown in Figure 6.

The blank entries indicate that the sequence does not occur.

X Y Z W

X xi/liz x////w
y y//x ~y y////z y////w

Z zw

w WY
Figure 6. Table of Possible Boundaries



'This model is approximately ade~uate to segment the syntactically

simple text of Ted and Sally. We may hope to improve the segmentation

by extending the model in some consistent way. Let us continue to

assume that words are characterized as morpheme groups showing high

internal associ.ation and high external freedom of co-occurrence, as we

have done so far; only now we measure co-occurrence with respect to

blocks of some general. number of morphemes. Thus we compute how many

n term se~uences of morphemes may follow a given m term se~uence,

and how many k term se~uences may precede, If words can be isolated

by co-occurrence, and this model is indeed a proper characterization of

co-occurrence, then we might expect a characterization for large values

of k, ill) and no

The ~uestion of how large k, m, and n need be may be answered

only by empirical. investigation, From the viewpoint of scatistical

sampling, it is a well-known obseriration that most perceived sentences

are new sentences. Thus in text samples most m-tuples of morphemes

occur only once for large m, The conse~uence is that morpheme blocks

too large give no distributional information at all, and no segments.

Another consideration concerns the extent of dependency among

linguistic units. We would expect that a finite state generative model

of language would produce relatively less linguistic nonsense,as k, m,

and n become large, but for segmentation only, even though co-occurrence

measures might change given more context, the resulting segmentation may

be ~uite stable. If we knew the number of different morphemes in a

sublanguage in advance, we could test for the extent of dependency,
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assuming a Markov chain approximation. In practice there are too many

different states to make such a test worthwhile. In this essay, we will

consider segmentation with respect to only one, two, or at most three

contextual units.

In order to utilize context we extend the cutting rule in two

different ways. The test sequence X ABC D E is the sequence of units

to be segmented, and again, we want to decide whether or not to place a

boundary between Band C. Previously the decision was made on the

basis of R(B), L(B), R(C), and L(C). Now let us take into account

how the occurrence of A before B restricts the successors of B,

and how the occurrence of C after B restricts the predecessors of B,

We calculate R(AB) and L(BC) and cut the sequence X ABC D E

according to the Second Order Cutting Rule 1.

If R(AB) > L(BC)

If R(AB) < L(BC)

If R(AB) L(BC)

cut as XAB)CDE

cut as XA(BCDE

cut either as XAB)CDE or as XA(BCDE.

But if AB occurs in the text with only one right hand

neighbor, make no cut after Bj and if BC occurs with

only one left hand neighbor, make no cut before B.

Second Order Cutting Rule 1

As before, we must also consider the distribution of C, or more

exactly, that of BC and CD. Combining distributional information and

weighting boundaries equally as before, we obtain the Second Order Seg

mentation Rule 1, (SOSR 1), shown in Figure 7.
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R(BC) - L(CD)

> 0 =0 <0

> 0 Bllc BIIIc B/ilic

R(AB) - L(BC) = 0 B/c Bllc Bllc

< 0 BC B/c Bllc

Figure 7. Second Order Segmentation Rule 1.

This extended segmentation rule is also describable in terms of a

finite state model, as are indeed all our segmentation rules. Here we

may think of the sequence X ABC D E as the sequence of states

XA AB BC CD DE

where the new states are labeled by pairs of the old states. The

measure of freedom of co-occurrence on the right of AB is the number

of different states which follow it. These following states all have

labels with first element B. We measure the freedom of co-occurrence

of BC on the left in similar fashion.

This first way of utilizing context is a one-step extension of

Harris's procedure. There is another way of utilizing context, using

the same distributional information, which may give different results.

The sequence

XABCDE

again may be considered as the sequence of states,

XA AS BC CD DE
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with R(AB) the number of different states which follow the state AB,

and L(AB) the number of different states which may precede. Now we

construct our cutting rule according to relative values of R(AB) and

L(BC). The Second Order Cutting Rule 2 follows.

If R(AB) > L(AB) cut as XAB)CDE

If R(AB) < L(AB) cut as X(ABCDE

But if AB has only one right hand neighbor, ma1l:e

no cut after AB, and if AB has only one left

hand neighbor, make no cut before AB.

Second Order Cutting Rule 2

Combining information as before, we obtain the Second Order Rule 2

(SOSR 2) of Figure 8.

R(CD) - L(CD)

>0 = 0 < 0

>0 AB//CD AB///CD AB////CD

R(AB) - L(AB) = 0 AB/CD AB//CD AB///CD

< 0 ABC CD AB/CD AB//CD

Figure 8. Second Order Segmentation Rule 2.

For third order segmentation rules we consider X ABC D E as a

se~uence of triples XAB BCD CDE and proceed in analogous manner.

Still other extentions are possible. We could, for example, use the

co-occurrence properties of following and preceding pairs of states,

and so on.
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Let us compare the results of applying the segmentation rules to

the first four sentences of Ted and Sally 0 Referring to Table 1, we

have for morpheme pairs the succeSsor diversity

R(come Boots) ~ 1, R(Boots sai) ~ 1, R(sai d)

and for predecessors

19, .. , ,

L(come Boots) ~ 1, L(Boots sai) 13, L(sai d) ~ 46, 0" •

In applying SOSR 1, we use the signs of the differences

R(come Boots) - L(Boots sai), R(Boots sai) - L(sai d),

R(sai d) - L(d Ted) , 000

Thus, for example, the difference R(sai d) - L(d Ted) gives a measure

of the relative right and left freedom of co-occurrence of the morpheme

d ~ (pas~}o For the measure of co-occurrence on the right R(sai d),

the number of successors of d is limited by sai as a predecessor of

do For the measure of co-occurrence on the left L(d Ted), the number

of different predecessors of d is limited by the successor ~.

In applying SOSR 2, we use the signs of

R(come Boots) - L(come Boots), R(Boots sai) - L(Boots sai),

R(sai d) - L(sai d) , •••

Here the difference R(sai d) - L(sai d) gives us a relative measure of

the right and left freedom of co-occurrence of the morpheme pair sai d.
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At this point let us summarize our segmentation rules according to

the type of distributional information used.

roSR: First-order segmentation rule

If R(B). > L(B) cut as XAB
,

C DE.I

If R(B) < L(B) cut as X A ( BCD E.

seSR 1: Second-order segmentation rule 1

If R(AB) > L(BC) cut as XAB ) C D E.

If R(AB) < L(BC) cut as X A ( BCD E.

SOSR 2: Second-order segmentation rule 2

If R(AB) > L(AB) cut as X A B ) C D E.

If R(AB) < L(AB) cut as X ( ABC D E.

TOSR 1: Third-order segmentation rule 1

If R(XAB) > L(BCD) cut as X A B ) C D E.

If R(XAB) < L(BCD) cut as X A ( BCD E.

TOSR 2: Third-order segmentation rule 2

If R(XAB) > L(XAB) cut as X A B ) C D E.

If R(XAB) < L(XAB) cut as (X ABC DE.

The signs of the differences (R-L) and the resulting segmentations

are shown in Table 3. In many cases, a potential boundary is eliminated

because the se~uence involved has only one left or right neighbor type.

These eliminated boundaries are underlined. Thus, using SOSR 1, we have

R(come Boots) - L(Boots sail < 0 and R(Boots sail - L(sai d) < 0, so

that the unrestricted boundary would be Bootsllsai
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eliminated, since R(come Boots) = 1. This restricted boundary is

indicated as Boots LL sai Likewise under FOSR we have the re-

stricted boundary sai d
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Come Boots sai d Ted

FOSR II II + II + IIII
SOSR 1 !..L + II + IIII
SOSR 2 0 !.il - II + IIII
TOSR 1 + II + IIII-
TOSR 2 0 II I-. + IIII

Come and ride

FOSR + II + IIII
SOSR 1 + II + IIII
SOSR 2 + IIII
TOSR 1 + II + IIII-
TOSR 2 0 II 0 II II

Come and ride in my wagon

FOSR + II + IIII 0 III - + IIII
SOSR 1 + IIII - + IIII + IIII-
SOSR 2 + II II + II + III-. + IIII
TOSR 1 I 0 III - + II + II + IIII
TOSR 2 0 I 0 III - + III - L + III

Jump in Boots sai d Ted

FOSR I 0 III - II + II + IIII
SOSR 1 + IIII - II + II + IIII
SOSR 2 0 II + IIII - II + IIII-
TOSR 1 II II II + II + IIII-
TOSR 2 0 III 0 III 0 I I L + IIII

Table 3. First-, second~, and third-order segmentations.
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As the order of the segmentation increases, almost all boundaries

are eliminated for lack of distributional information. Thus under

SaSR 2, we obtain for the third sentence only the segments ~ II and II

ride in my wagon.

If we relax the restriction that no boundary shall occur before or

after a pair with only one right- or left-neighbor type, we obtain the

segments

For comparison, SaSR I, both restricted and unrestricted, gives the

coarser segmentation

~ and III! ride in IIII my wagon

Under SOSR 2, more boundary se'luences are possible than under

SaSR 1. It may be shown that the permissible se'luences for SaSR 1 are

those in Figure 9.

Degree of Second Boundary

Figure 9. Permissible se'luences under SaSR 1.



The shaded cells mark impossible sequences. Thus a boundary of zero

degree, which we might assume to occur within a printer's word, can only

be followed by boundaries of degrees two, three, and four.

Under SOSR 2, there are no restrictions on pairs, but there are

on triples. The permissible sequences are shown in Figure 10. Using

this rule, we may obtain a sequence of two zero-degree boundaries, but

not a sequence of three. Analogous restrictions apply to higher-order

segmentation rules.
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Degree of Third Boundary

2 3 4

00

01

02

03

04

10

11

12
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Degrees 20

of 21

First 22

Boundary 23

Pair 24
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31
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40
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42
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Figure 10. Permissible ~;equences under SOSR ~



Applied to the first 197 boundaries of Ted and Sally the unrestricted

SOSR 1 gives the frequencies of boundary types shown in Table 4.

Syntactic Boundary

Degree

of

Boundary

morpheme word phrase sentenceJ

0 14 12 21 2

1 0 2 0 1

2 1 21 43 18

3 I 0 2 12 7

II4 0 0 11 30

Table 4. Boundary frequencies under unrestricted SOSR 1.

The computed value of
2

X ~ 96.8, and the contingency coefficient

c ~ .57. This is a smaller value than that obtained using FOSR.

Using the unrestricted SOSR 2, we obtain the frequencies in

Table 5.

Syntactic Boundary

Degree

of

Boundary

-,,-- ----
morpheme word phrase sentence

I 0 14 12 22 1

1 1 5 11 0

2 0 15 30 11

3 a 6 14 14

4 0 1 9 31

'Table 5. Boundary frequencies under unrestricted SOSR 2.

2
Here X 131.4, and C 2In terms of the X measure, the fit
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is somewhat better using SOSR 2.

In the examples that we will consider, there is a better fit to

preconceived linguistic units using SOSR 2 rather than SOSR 1, appar

ently because of the greater variety of possible boundary sequences

under type two rules.

We have not compared TOSR 1 and TOSR 2 in this manner, since the

frequencies of individual triples are generally too small to make reliable

statistical estimates. We expect, however, that for sufficiently high

orders of segmentation the type two rules would no longer agree with

linguistic intuition.

There is still another way that our segmentation procedure may be

generalized. So far, we have used Rand L as measures of freedom

of co-occurrence. These functions count the number of co-occurring

types and are just one of a class of measures of diversity. To illustrate,

let us compare the hypothetical numerical text sequences of Case 2 with

another hypothetical case labeled Case 3.

Morpheme Pair Frequency Morph Pair

AJ3 4 BC

E.B 1 BF

GB 1

HE 1

IB 1

JB 1

KB 1

Case 2

Frequency

3

7
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Morpheme Pair Frequency Morph Pair

AB 40 BC

EB 1 BF

GE 1

HE 1

IB 1

JB 1

KB 1

Case 3

Frequency

30

16

For both Cases 2 and 3, R(B) = 2, and L(B) = 7. In terms of text

frequency in Case 3, A nearly always precedes B and the predecessors

E, G, H, I, J, and K are rare cases.

A more concrete example occurs in Ted and Sally where R(in)

= 14. The frequencies of predecessors are

ride 23, jump 7, get 16, down 1, hill 1, is 3, play 5,

come 2, (plural) 2, too 1, (past) 5, go 1, farm 1, train 1.

The frequencies of successors are

my 5, boots 4, and 6, the 34, Sally 1, Ted 2, we 1, it 4,

girl 1, sai 1, this 3, Mother 1, he 2, there 4.

L(in)

Confronted by such a large array of frequencies, our linguistic

intuition gives us no basis to compare the right and left freedom of

co-occurrences of in. The same difficulty may occur even in the

hypothetical Case 3. Aside from merely counting the number of types,
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we consider the entropy34 of the type-frequency distribution as an

alternative measure of diversity. Entropy has the intuitively desirable

property of weighting types according to their text frequency.

To define the entropy associated with some unit U, suppose that

in a text, U has k different successors Sl' S2' .•• , Sk and j

different predecessors PI' P2 ,

frequencies f(US
l

) f(US2),

• •• , p., In the text these occur with
J

,f(USk ) and f(P1U), f(P2U),

f(P.U) respectively. Then the frequency of U
J

k j
flu) I f(USl ) = I f(PrU)

i=l r=l

The entropy of U with respect to following units is defined as

E (U) = 
R

k

I
i=l

flus. )/f(U) 10g..f(US. )/f(U) .
1 .......~·1

The entropy with respect to predecessor units is defined similarly as

E (U) = 
L t

i=l
f(P.U)/f(U) 10g..f(P.U)/f(U)

~ ~~ ~

In Case 2 we find that EL(B) = 2.52 and ER(B) = .88, so that

the freedom of co-occurrence on the left is considerably greater than on

the right. In Case 3, EL(B) = .89 and ER(B) = .93, and the rela-

tively rare concomitants are given little weight, making the right and

left co-occurrences measure almost equal.

For the data of Ted and Sally, EL(in) = 2.95 and ER(in) = 2.73.

It follows that entropy and the number of types as measures of diversity

34 See for example A. I. Khinchin, Mathematical Foundations of Infor
mation Theory, New York, 1957, pp. 2-4.
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may lead to different segmentations. Using the number of types the FOSR

gives the segmentation

Come ~ II~ III in III my~ IIII

Entropy, with a FOSR defined in analogous manner, gives

Come and I I ride I I I I in I I my wagon I I I I

We may use the entropy to obtain an estimate of the number of units

which

call

co-occur with a given unit. If unit
ER(U)
2· the diversity of successors.

U

If

has the entropy ER(U), we

U has k equally-likely

successors, then ER(U) ; log k, which is the maximum value for k con

comitants. In case the concomitants of U occur with different frequencies,

the entropy is less than log k and the diversity is reduced.

An example will illustrate: In the Ted and Sally data, R(in) ; 14

and ER(in) ; 2·73. The diversity of in is 22.73 ; 6.64. It follows that

in would have about the same value of ER if 7 equally-likely successors

occurred. If the 14 successors were all equally-likely, then we woul.d have

ER(in) ; lOg2 14 ; 4.52. Comparing the values 6.64 and 14, the constraints

on in lead to a considerable reduction in freedom of combination. For

the predecessors of in, EL(in); 2.95 and the diversity is 22.29 ; 7.73.

Thus EL would have about the same value for 8 equally-likely predecessors.

In the hypothetical Case 3, the diversities of predecessors and

successors are 1.85 and 1.91 respectively. Using this measure then, the

small frequencies of EB, .•. , KB are given little weight.
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WORDS AS DISTRIBUTIONAL GROUPINGS

In this section we will examine the correspondence between syntac

tic and segment boundaries, using several samples of morphemic data.

These data suggest a close correspondence between word boundaries and

segment boundaries of at least first or second degree, depending on the

text. If printers' words usually consist of single morphemes, as in

Ted and Sally, then words generally correspond to segments of at least

first degree. For texts with more morphemically complicated words, the

correspondence is with segments of at least second degree.

We also study the behavior of the rules with respect to text

length. It is shown, on the one hand, that segmentation of a text is

relatively insensitive to sample size. On the other hand, if the sample

size is large enough, we may make inferences about segments in some

hypothetical parent population of which the text is a sample. For

example, many zero-degree segments in Ted and Sally cannot be inferred

to have close association in a parent population.

Also included in this section is one way of incorporating punctu

ation into morphemic data. In addition, we compare segmentations with

respect to different morphemic representations.

We begin by making a more detailed examination of the data from

Ted and Sally. Under FOSR we found the following distribution of syn

tactic and segment boundaries:
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Syntactic Boundary

Morpheme Word, Phrase,
Sentence

Degree of 0 14 36
Segment

Boundary 1,2,3,4 0 147

The zero-degree segments are shown in Table 6. The expected frequencies,

assuming that zero boundaries occur independently of syntactic boundaries,

are indicated in parentheses.

Syntactic Boundary'

Morpheme Word Phrase Sentence

sai d 13 my wagon 2 Boots ride 4 Boots ride 2

come s 1 the wagon 9 look Ted 1

to see 1 look Sally 1

to ride 1 he will 2

look at 1 run Ted 1

here is 1 you ride 2

come and 5 come Tu:ffy 1

oh Father 1

ride with 1

Frequency 14 20 14 2

Expected (3·5) (9.8) (22.1) (14.2)
.

Table 6. Classification of Zero-Degree Segments under FOSR.

These zero-degree segments rarely span sentence boundaries, and

span word boundaries rather than phrase boundaries with a much greater-

than-chance occurrence. Thus, if zero-degree boundaries were placed by

chance, we would expect approximately' 22 to occur at phrase boundaries

and 10 to occur at word boundaries. Actually, quite the opposite occurs

with frequencies 14 and 20 respectively.



Aside from the tendency to span word boundaries, there appears to

be no obvious syntactic characterization of the zero-degree segments.

Without answering why these particular segments occur, we may say that

they are indicative of the style of the text. It must be noted that

these "first-order stylistic pairs" are not necessarily the same as the

most frequent morpheme pairs. Thus the wagon is a stylistic pair and

has the high frequency 27, but ~ Ted, which is also a stylistic pair,

occurs with the small frequency 2. On the other hand, the pair {past}

Ted occurs 90 times in ,the text but is not a stylistic pair.

In many cases a zero~degree pair occurs in a manner which is only

barely statistically significant. Let us compare the sequences.

R/L

Sign (R-L)

R/L

Sign (R-L)

look Sally

13/18 39133

+

and

come and

19/32 21/19

+

For the sequence look Sally, the differences (R-L) appear to

be statistically significant, but in ,~and, we may wonder if the

slight positive difference R(and) - L(and) is due to sampling varia-

tions.

In a statistical version of our procedure, we would require a test

of the hypothesis that R(and) > L(and). Since there is no exact
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(.
,

sampling theory to test this hypothesis, we construct an approximate

test as follows:

We divide the 4646 morpheme text into approximately eQual blocks,

and compute R-L for each block separately. The values of R-L may be

viewed as independent samples, provided the individual block size is

large enough. For five blocks we have the measures

Block come and

1-924 R/L 7/10 5/6

Sign (R-L) - -

925-1848 7/9 4/5

- -

1849-2772 5/8 9/10

- -

2773-3696 8/9 7/7

- 0

3697-4646 4/5 10/9

- +

We infer that R(come) < L(come), but we may not infer that R(and)

> L(and), since the positive difference occurs in only one trial in

five.

On the other hand, for the pair look Sally, R(look) < L(look)

and R(Sally) > L(Sally) in all five blocks.

Using this estimation procedure, we reclassify the zero-degree

segments as in Table 7.



Syntactic Boundary

MorphemE Word Phrase Sentence

0 sai d look Ted

look Sally

run Ted

> 0, come s my wagon Boots ride Boots ride

Degree or not come s the wagon he will

of: classif:ied to see you ride

Segment f:or lack of: to ride come Tuf'f:y

Boundary information look at oh Father

here is ride with

come and

Table 7. Inf:erred Boundaries under FOSR.

Considering the 4646 morpheme text as a statistical sample, we in:fer

that the only zero-degree segments are sai £' look Ted, ~ Sally, and

run Ted. If: they occurred, ~ Sally, look Ted, say Ted, and say Sally

would also have zero degree, while

second degree.

come run and come look would be of:

In general we do not have samples large enough to permit this sort of:

statistical analysis. We f:ind, however, that within a text the degree of:

distributional separation is insensitive to increasing sample. sizes. The

apparent contradiction with the results of: the sign test may be due to the

insensitive nature of: this test using the smal.l sample of: f:ive blocks.

For comparison we list the zero-order segments under SOSR 2. Here
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there is a considerable reduction of distributional information, and many

pairs have only one predecessor or successor. The diversity for single

morphemes was 9.0, i.e., roughly speaking, each morpheme is followed by

an average of nine different morphemes. The diversity for pairs is 2.8,

or on the average each pair is followed by only three different forms.

The zero-degree segments containing such pairs are listed in

Table 8. Thus, since R(ride with) ~ 1, the boundary between ride

with and you have has zero degree.

Syntactic Boundary

Morpheme Word Phrase Sentence

go sai d Ted ride with you here said Ted see look Sally sai d

Boots sai d Sally you get in Ted to see YO)l ride

Tuffy sai d Sally Ted jump in Boots

Ted sai d Sally Ted come and ride

Father sai d Ted in the wagon with

Father sai d Sally

Table 8. Zero-Degree Segments under SOSR 2. R or L 1.

Zero-degree segments under SOSR 2 occurring with Rand L greater

than one are listed in Table 9. For example, R( come and) ~ 4,

L(come and) ~ 7, R(ride come) ~ 3, and L(ride come) ~ 2. It follows

that come and ride come is a zero-order segment. The values of Rand

L are too small, however, to make satisfactory inferences about some

parent population.
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Syntactic Boundary

Morpheme Word Phrase Sentence

here come sMother come and ride come ride here we go

in the wagon with ride: . in the wagon

sai d Sally look

I want you to

get in the wagon

Sally run Ted run

jump in and ride

Table 9. Zero-Degree Segments under SOSR 2. R or L > 1.

The set of zero-order segments under SOSR 2 is different from that ob

tained under FOSR. Common to both sets are ~ ~' ~ and, ~ ~'

and come s.

If we introduce punctuation marks as distributional units, we

may eliminate the zero-order segments which span sentence boundaries,

but at the same time we introduce new zero-order segments. In order to

compare segmentations with and without punctuation, let X ABC DEbe

a sequence of morphemes and P a mark of punctuation. In the morpheme

sequence with X A B P C D E, let us call the degree of the segment

boundary between Band C the maximum of the degrees of the segment

boundaries between Band P, and P and C.

For the first 123 morphemes and punctuation marks, we obtain the

distribution in Table 10. Here the rule is SOSR 2.
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Syntactic Boundary

Morpheme Word Phrase Sentence

Degree 0 6 9 3 0

of 1 1 4 3 0

Segment 2 0 5 29 14

Boundary 3 0 3 13 9
4 I 0 2 8 12

Table 10. Boundary Frequencies under SOSR 2.

The computed measures of fit are x.2 6= 2.3 and c = .58. The overall

fit is not as good as that obtained without punctuation, but this may be

expected from our arbitrary choice of the degree of boundaries involving

punctuation marks.

Using punctuation, we eliminate the zero-order segments Ted come

new segments introduced are sai 2: Ted, to ~ you ride, look at Boots

ride.

In this morphemically simple text, punctuation appears to make

little overall difference in determining morpheme groupings. A more

satisfactory interpretation of punctuation might yield different results.

Instead of treating punctuation marks as sequential distributional units,

we could infer the prosidic features which they imply. 'These features

would then be associated as an additional morpheme classification. We

will not pursue this approach since the number of different combinations

of morphemes and features would be too large. We notice already that in

our simple text containing only 121 different printers' words, the en-

tire text of 4646 morphemes is quite small even for second-order' segmen-

tations.
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Within a tex~ segmentation is relatively independent of sample

size. The next eight lists show segmentations of the first four sentences

from Ted~ Sally, using as samples the first 600, 1200, ••• , 4200,

statistic are given for the two-ffil~s oft~measure of diversity.

and 4646 morphemes. The segmentation rule is SOSH 2 with entropy as the

X2

way classification between distributional boundaries of at least second

degree, and printers' spaces 0 Thus for the first list, with respect to a

sample of the first 600 morphemes, we have the fre~uencies

Printers' Space

no yes

Degree of 0,1 A = 2 B = 11
Segment

Boundary 2,3,4 C = ° D = 7

For the small sample size of 20 boundaries we use the form

N(jAD-BC! N/2)2
(A+B) (C+D) (A+C) (B+D

Here since N is small, the value X2
.98 has suggestive value only.
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Come Boots sai d Ted IIII
E

R
0 0 1.9 3·5

E
L 0 2.0 3.3 ·5

Sign (ER-EL) 0 +

Come and ride IIII
E

R 0 0 2.6

El 0 2.2 1.4

Sign(ER-EL) 0 +:

Come I and ride III in my wagon IIII
ER

.8 0 2.6 .6 0 1.0

EL
.8 2.2 1.4 2.4 0 0

Sign(ER-EL) 0 +. 0 +:

Jump in Bootslilisai d II Ted IIII
E

R
0 1.0 1.0 0 1.9 3·5

EL
0 1.5 0 2.0 3.3 ·5

Sign(ER-EL) 0 +> +

Jump in

ER
0 1.0

EL 1.0 1.5

Sign(ER-EL)

Sample 1-600; X2
.98; morphemic diversity 2.0
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Come Boots sai d II Ted IIII
E

R
0 0 1.9 3,9

EL
0 2·5 3.6 .4

Sign(ER-EL) 0 +

Come and I ride IIII
E

R
0 ·5 2,6

EL .9 2.1 1.4

Sign(ER-EL) +

Come I and II ride in my wagon IIII
ER

.8 ·5 2.6 .6 0 2.0

EL
.8 2.1 1.4 2.4 0 1.5

Sign(ER-E
L

) 0 + 0 +:

Jump in II Boots 1IIIsai d II Ted IIII
ER

0 1.0 1.0 0 1.9 3.9

EL
0 1.5 0 2,5 3,6 ,4

Sign(ER-EL) 0 + +

Jump in

E
R

0 1.0

EL
1.0 1.5

Sign(ER-E
L

)

Sall[>le 1-1200; X2
~ ,36; morphemic diversity 2.0
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Come Boots sai d II Ted IIII
ER 0 0 2·5 4.2

EL 0 2·7 4.0 .3

Sign(ER-EL) 0 +

Come and ride IIII
E

R
0 ·5 2·7

EL .9 2.1 1.4

SignER-ELl +

Come II and II ride in my wagon IIII
ER 1.4 ·5 2·7 .8 1.0 2·3

EL 1.0 2.1 1.4 2.8 0 1.9

Sign(ER-EL) + + + +

Jwnp in II Bootslilisai d II Ted IIII
ER

0 1.0 1.6 0 2·5 4.2

E
L

0 2.2 0 2·7 4.0 ·3

Sign(ER-E
L

) 0 + +

Jump in

E
R

0 1.0

EL
1.0 2.2

Sign(ER-EL)

2
.56; morphemic diversity 2.3Sample 1-1800; X
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Come Boots sai d II Ted IIII
ER

0 0 2.6 4.3

E
L

0 3.0 4.4 .3

Sign(ER-EL) 0 +

Come and ride IIII
E

R
0 .5 ;2·7

EL .9 2.l l.4

sign(ER-EL) +

Come II and II ride in my wagon IIII
ER l.4 ·5 2.7 l.3 l.0 2·3

EL
l.0 2.l l.4 3.0 0 l.9

Sign(ER-EL) + + + +

Jump in II Bootslill sai d Ted IIII
ER

0 l.4 l.5 0 2.6 4.3

E
L

0 2.2 .8 3.0 4.4 .3

Sign(ER-EL) 0 + +

Jump in

E
R

0 l.4

EL
l.0 2.2

Sign(E
R

-E
L

8

Sample l-3000;X2 .56; morphemic diversity 2.6
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Come Boots sai d II Ted IIII
E

R
0 0 2·7 4.6

EL
0 302 405 03

Sign(ER-EL) 0 +

Come and II ride IIII
ER

0 ·5 2·7

EL .9 2.1 1.4

Sign(ER-EL) +

Come II and II ride in my wagon IIII
ER

1.4 05 2,7 1.3 1.0 ~.3

EL
1.0 201 1.4 3.0 0 1.9

Sign(ER-EL) + + + +

Jump in II Bootslill sai d Ted IIII
E

R
0 1.4 1.5 0 2·7 4.6

EL 0 2.2 .8 3·2 4.5 .3

Sign(ER-EL) 0 + +

Jump in

E 0 1.4
R

EL
1.0 2.2

Sign(ER-EL)

2
.56; Morphemic Diversity 2.6Sample 1-3600; X



Come Boots sai d II Ted IIII
ER

0 0 2·7 4.6

ER
0 3·3 4.6 ·5

Sign(ER-EL) 0 +

Come and II ride IIII
ER 0 1.3 2·7

EL ·9 2.6 1.4

Sign(E
R

-E
L

) +

Come II and II ride in my wagon IIII
ER

1.4 1.3 2·7 1.3 1.0 2.3

EL
1.0 2.6 1.4 3·0 0 1.9

sign(ER-EL) + + + +

Jump in II Bootslill sai d Ted IIII
ER

0 1.4 1.5 0 2·7 4.6

EL 0 2.2 .8 3·3 4.6 .5

Sign(ER-EL) 0 + +

Jump in

E 0 1.4
R

EL 1.0 2.2

Sign(ER-EL) +

2
.56; Morphemic Diversity 2.7Sample 1-4200; X =
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Come Boots sai d II Ted IIII
ER 0 0 2.9 4·7

EL 0 3.3 4.9 .4

Sign(ER-EL) 0 +

Come and II ride IIII
E

R
0 1.3 2·7

EL .9 2.6 .1.4

Sign(ER-EL) +

Come II and II ride in my wagon II
ER 1.3 1.3 2·7 1.3 1.0 2·3

E
L

1.0 2.6 1.4 3·0 0 1.9

Sign(ER-EL) + + + +

Jump in II Boots 1IIIsai d Ted IIII
ER

0 1.4 1.5 0 2·9 4·7

EL
0 2.• 2 .8 3.3 4.7 .4

Sign(ER-EL) 0 + +

Jump in

ER
0 1.4

EL
1.0 2.2

Sign(ER-EL) +

2
.56Sample 1-4646 (Full text); X

Morphemic Diversity 2.8
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On the other hand the

I.

The sample values of E
R

and E
L

and the morphemic diversity

increase with sample size, but the signs of E
R

- E
L

remain stable for

samples larger than 1800 morphemes. Treating each list as a random

sample of size 20, we would accept the ~othesis of independence of

segment boundaries and printers' spaces for all the lists. An increase

in sample size does not aid in segmentation, since EL(in my) = 0,

ER(Ted come) = 0, ... for the full text.

test applied to the first 197 boundaries would reject the hypothesis of

the independence of boundaries of at least second degree and printers'

spaces.

Presumably, in a larger sample we might encounter such combinations

as get in my, look in my, Ted come here, Ted come see, .•. giving

values of E
R

and EL greater than zero. If this were the case, then

we might conclude that most second-order segments converge to printers'

words; but here we can only conclude a greater-than-chance correspondence.

A more a.ccessible result is that the val ues of sign(ER

quickly established for small samples and remain constant as the sample

is increased. As a consequence the segments which are determined by

the values of sign(ER-E
L

) are characteristic of the local portion of

the text in which the first occur.

The next sample that we consider is from another reader. The

corpus is the first 2100 morphemes from a simplified version of Robinson

Crusoe. 35

35 Daniel Defoe, "Robinson Crusoe," Beacon Third Reader, Ginn and Co.
Boston, 1914.
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Even though this text is simplified, it is much more representative

of ordinary language than Ted and Sally. The frequency distribution of

morphemes in the Robinson Crusoe text follow Zipf's law, which is not

the case in Ted and Sally. The words are morphemically simple, but

many morphemes occur only once.

Our morphemic representation of the first two sentences of this

text is

The ship be ing fitt ed out I wen t
{past part.}{go}

September 1659.

on board the fir st of
(one)

Ou r ship carri ed six gun s
(We){poss. )

and four teen men besides
(ten) (man){pL)

the master hi s boy and myself.
(he){poss.) (I})poss.)

Pronouns and forms with vowel change have been linearized.

The follOWing seven lists show the segmentation relative to

are listedValues ofmeasure of diversity, and the rule is FOSR.

samples of the first 300, 600, ... , 2100 morphemes. Entropy is the

X2

for the correspondence of boundaries of at least second degree and

printers' spaces. Morpheme groupings are segments separated by at least

two slashes.
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The ship III be II ing fitt ed

ER 3·3 2.6 1.6 2.0 0 2·5

EL 3.6 .6 1.6 2.0 0 2.8

Sign(ER-EL) + 0 0 0

out III I wen I t IIII on board IIII

ER 1.6 2·3 1.0 4.1 .9 1.0

E
L .9 2·3 1.0 4.0 1.6 0

Sign(ER-EL) + 0 0 + +

the I fir st of September 1659

E 3.3 1.6 0 1.7 0 0
R

EL
3.6 1.6 0 2.8 0 0

Sign(ER-EL) 0 0 0 0

2 .11; Morphemic Diversity 2.8Sample 1-300; X

Morpheme grouping:

Theship be ingfittedout Iwent onboard thefirstO:fSeptember1659



The ship IIII be ing fitt ed

ER 3.9 3.2 1.4 2.3 0 3·2

EL
4.2 ·5 3·3 1.2 0 3·7

Sign(ER-EL) + + 0

out IIII I wen t IIII on board IIII
ER 1.9 3·9 1.5 4.8 .8 1.6

E
L

1.4 4.2 2.0 4.4 2.0 0

Sign(ER-E
L

) + + +

the I fir II st II of September 1659

ER 3·9 2.0 .9 2.4 0 0

EL 4.2 2.0 1.6 3.2 0 0

sign(ER-EL) 0 0 0

2
.19; Morphemic Diversity 4.0Sample 1-600; X

Morpheme grouping:

Theship beingfittedout I went onboard thefir st of September1659
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The I ship IIII be ing fitt ed

ER 4.2 3·3 lo3 3·2 0 3.6

EL 4.2 .9 3.8 2.9 0 4.0

Sign(ER-EL) 0 + + 0

out III/ I II wen t IIII on board III
ER

2.2 4.6 lo2 5·2 2.0 2.3

EL
lo8 4.7 2.2 4·7 2.8 ·7

Sign(ER-EL) + + +

the III fir st IIII of September l659

ER
4.2 2.l 2.2 3.3 0 0

EL
4.2 2.8 lo8 3.8 0 0

Sign(ER-EL) 0 + 0 0

Sample l-900; X
2 ~ l.78; Morphemic Diversity 5.l

Morpheme grouping:

Theship beingfittedout I went onboard the first ofSeptemberl659



The II ship IIII be ing fitt ed

ER 4.5 3.4 1.3 3·7 0 4.0

EL 4.3 .8 4.1 3.4 0 4.4

Sign(ER-EL) + + + 0

out IIII I II wen t IIII on board II
ER 2·5 4.6 1.1 5.4 2.2 2.2

E
L

1.8 4.9 2.4 4.8 3.1 .6

SigrilER-E
L

) + + +

the IIII fir st IIII of Septerriber 1659 ..

ER 4.5 2.2 2.5 3·7 0 0

EL 4.3 3·0 1.8 4.0 0 0

Sign(ER-EL) + + 0 0

2 = 2·51; Morphemic Diversity 5.9Sample 1-1200; X

Morpheme grouping:

The ship beingfittedout I went onboard the first ofSeptember1659
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The II ship IIII be ing fitt ed

ER 5·2 3.4 1.3 3·9 0 4'.2

EL
4.4 .8 4.3 3·7 0 4.4

Sign(ER-EL) + + + 0

out IIII I II wen t IIII on board II
ER 2.4 4.8 1.1 5·5 2.5 2.5

EL 2.2 5·3 2.4 5. 0 3.6 1.1

Si~(ER-EL) + + +

the IIII fir st IIII of September 1659

ER 5.2 2.1 2.9 3.6 0 0

EL
4.4 3.2 2.1 4.3 0 0

Sign(ER-EL) + + 0 0

Sample 1-1500; X
2 = 2.51; Morphemic Diversity 6.4

Morpheme grouping:

The ship beingfittedout I went onboard the first ofSeptember1659



The II ship IIII be ing fitt ed

E
R 5·5 3·5 1.3 4.1 0 4.4

EL
4.6 .8 4.4 3.9 0 4.6

Sign(ER-EL) + + + 0

out IIII I II wen t IIII on board II
ER

2.6 4.8 1.2 5.5 2.5 2·5

E
L

2.0 5·5 2.3 5·0 3·7 1.1

Sign(ER-EL ) + + +

The IIII fir st IIII of September 1659

ER 5·5 3.0 3.1 3·5 0 0

EL
4.6 3.6 2.0 4.5 0 0

Sign(ER-EL) + + 0 0

Sample 1-1800; X2 = 2.51; Morphemic Diversity 7.0

Morpheme grouping

The ship beingfittedout I went onboard the first ofSeptember1659
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The II ship IIII be ing fitt ed

ER 5·7 3.8 1.2 4.3 0 4.4

EL 4.6 ·7 4.4 4.0 0 4.6

sign(ER-EL) + + + 0

out IIII I II wen t IIII on board II
ER 2·5 4.9 1.3 5.6 2·5 2·5

EL 1.9 5.6 2.2 4.9 3·7 1.4

Sign(ER-EL) + + +

The IIII f:j.r st IIII of September l659

ER 5·7 2.9 3·7 3.6 0 0

EL 4.6 3.8 2.0 4.6 0 0

Sign(:E;R-EL) + + 0 0

Sample l-2l00; X2
= 2.5l; Morphemic Diversity 7.5

Morpheme grouping

The ship beingfittedout I went onboard the first ofSeptemberl659



so we would reject theFor 12.00 morphemes,

As soon as the sample reaches 1200 morphemes, the segmentation

2 .
X = 2.51,becomes !stable.

hypothesis of independence in the two-way classification.

In the first sentence ing fitt ed and of September 1659 remain

unsegmented, since fit, September, and 1659 occur only once each. The

pairs being, fitt ed,~, and fir st are coextensive with printers'

words. On board shows strong association and is operationally a word.

The morpheme the shows strong disassociation in the context the/II/first,

but neutral association in the context the//ship.

The second sentence has the segmentation

Ou r / / ship / / carri ed / / / six / / / gun / / s / / and / /

four / teen /// m en be sides the master /// hi s boy

and / my // self.

The groups men besides the and (hils boy and are not segmented,

since besides and boy occur just once. The groups men = man + (pl.),

his = he + (Pess.) and the master show strong association. For contexts

consisting of only single morphemes, the plural s is neutral, as

in ~ // ~.

Both sentences considered together give a value of 2
X = 7.9, which

indicates a much greater-than-chance correspondence between spaces and

boundaries of at least second degree. For the first 95 boundaries we

find the distribution
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Printers' Space

No Yes

Degree of O,l 16 31
Segment

Boundary 2,3,4 6 42

Here X
2 ~ 4.8 and Q ~ .56, so independence is rejected but the

correspondence is weak.

In Robinson Crusoe the high-fre~uencymorphemes tend to occur

early in the text so that we have fairly extensive distributional infor-

mation for the first two sentences, but less information for morphemes

occurring later in the text. In this sample there are 424 different

morphemes. Of these 215 occur only once and 82 only twice, so we have

little information for segmentation. On the other han~the high-fre~uency

morphemes the, sh:ip, be, ing, out, ••. all occur in the first sentence.

The final example is a comparison of two different morphemic

representations. The sample is from Quine (1960), pp. 218-219. The

representations are illustrated, using the first sentence of the sample.

In case representations differ, the resulting morphemes are underlined

and are written on separate lines. Punctuation is not used in either

representation.

For the case I
case 2

of sent ence s gener al ly however
sentence

or even the case I of ,e tern al
etern

91
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gener ally sure ly there is no thing ap proach ing a
approach

fixed stand ard of how far in di rect Cluotat ion-----
directstandard

may de viate from the di recto
direct

In general, the first representation uses what we might call

It etymological morphemes," where the sent in sentence is identified

with ~~ occurring later in the text. Likewise, in the first repre-

sentation case 1 is identified with cas in occasion, and e and

tern in eternal are taken as individual morphemes. The second

representation corresponds much more closely to English inflexion and

derivation, with derivatives of identifiable meaning. Thus case 2 and

occasion are not taken to have a common morpheme, nor are sense--- and

sentence. In the second representation, the forms ~ 2, sentence,

etern, approach, and direct are all separate morphemes.

We show the first-order segmentation of this sentence relative to

a sample of 900 etymological morphemes. Even though the words tend to

be polymorphic, the first-order morphemic diversity is smaller than that

found for 900 morphemes from Robinson Crusoe. The values are 4.0 and

5.1, respectively. It follows that morphemic combination in Word and

Object is more restrained, so that the occurrence of longer words does

not imply more freedom of combination.

In Word and Object the relative values of right and left entropy

change slowly with sample size, .as we observed with our other morphemic

samples. For this reason we do not believe that a larger sample would
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Change the first-order segmentation substantially. In this text there

are so many morpheme pairs that a second-order segmentation would give

little information within accessible sample sizes.

The first morphemic representation gives:

For II the I case I of IIII sent II ence s IIII gener ally IIII
however II or IIII even II the I case I of II e tern al II
sent II ence s IIII gener ally sure ly IIII there II i sill
no I thing III ap proach ing a IIII fix ed IIII stand ard II
of IIII how I far III in II di rect IIII ~uot ation III may III
de viat~ III from II the II di recto

Again letting a space correspond to two or more slashes:

For the case of sent ences generally however or even

thecaseof eternal sent ences generallysurely there is

no thing approachinga fixed standard of howfar in

direct ~uotation may deviate from the direct.

For the first 95 boundaries X
2 = 35.8 and C = .92, so in terms

of these measures the correspondence is very strong. However, because

sense and sent in sentence are identified, sent shows neutral

association. Likewise, g£ in nothing and in in indirect occur

with neutral association. Sunce sure occurs only once, we have the

grouping generallysurely to be contrasted with a grouping such as

the case of which is an indicator of style.
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Using the second morphemic representation, the text length is reduced

from 900 to 737 morphemes. Relative to the second representation of this

sample, the sentence has the segmentation

For the III case I of III sentencels III gener alilly IIII
however III or III even the III case I of III etern al III
sentencels III gener alilly sure ly IIII there is IIII
nolthing IIII approaching II a II fix ed IIII standard II
of IIII how I far III in I direct III quotllation IIII
may III devi ate I from I the III direct.

Letting a space indicate at least two slashes

Forthe caseof sentences generally however or eventhe

caseof eternal sentences general lysurely thereis

nothing approaching a fixed standard of howfar

indirect quot ation may deviatefromthe direct.

For the first 96 boundaries X
2

= 19.4 and C = .43. The second

representation gives a weaker but still significant correspondence. The

se<luences E£ thing and in direct now show word-like internal associa-

tion. At the same time, however, new segments such as gener'iJJ/ly

and quotllation occur which are not coextensive with words. The

reason for the poorer correspondence, aside from the reduction in sample

size, may follow from the greater freedom of combination of longer units.

The morphemic diversity using the second representation is 3.8 for

a sample of 737, as compared to 4.0 for a sample of 900, using the

first representation. The second representation may be expected to give
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a value of diversity greater than 4.0 with a comparable sample size.

The principal numerical results of this section are summarized in

Table 11. The measures of correspondence are between word boundaries

and segment boundaries of degrees two, three, or four. In 'Table 11,

Length refers to the text length in morphemes, and N is the number

of boundaries for which the correspondence measures were computed.

Text Length Rule N xc. C Q

'Ted and Sally 4646 SOSR 2 197 104.4 ·59 not applicable

lRobinson Crusoe 2100 FOSR 95 5·0 .07 .56

Iword and Object

lRepresentation 1 900 POSR 95 35.8 .85 .92

Word and Object

Representation 2 737 FOSR 96 19.4 .43 .82

Table 11. Summary of word and segment correspondences.

The general conclusion is that words do correspond to segments

of at least second degree in a statistically significant manner. The

correspondence, however, is dependent on text length, style, and our

morphemic representation.
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LEFT-RIGHT LINGUISTIC ASYMMETRY

In applying Harris's procedure to our test data, we observed that

the segments obtained from the R's alone were different from the seg

ments obtained from the L's aloneo

Using entropy as a measure of freedom of co-occurrence, and seg

menting after each maximum in E
R

, we obtain the first-order segments:

come Boots I sai d Ted I

come and ride I

come I and ride I in my wagon I
jump in .Boots I sai d Ted I

Placing a boundary before every maximum in EL, we obtain the

segments:

come I Boots sai d Ted I

come I and ride I
come and ride in I my wagon

jump in I Boots sai d I Ted

Combining E
R

and E
L

in our FOSR, we obtain the segments:

come II Boots II sai d II Ted IIII
come and II ride IIII
come and II ride IIII in my wagon IIII
jump in II Boots sai d Ted IIII
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We notice that the segments following from the E 's
R

alone are in

better agreement with conventiorElsyntactic units than those following

from the E 's
L

alone. Using just the E 's
L

we obtain: Boots sai d

Ted, ~ and ride in, Boots said as segments which are not easily

identifiable as phrases.

We also notice that fourth-degree boundaries under FOSR coincide

more often with those following from the ER'S than those following

from the EL'S. This suggests that there is more information for seg-

mentation in following units as compared to preceding units.

If we examine the phonemic examples in Harris's paper, e.g.

~ a s a y 1 0 w w 0 h 1 z w Cl r ;;l p

R 5 29 15 15 28 7 5 29 7 1 8 29 29 7 2 29 9 29

L 24 3 23 10 2 27 5 3 23 16 1 8 18 23 24 5 23 11

The silo walls were up

or

i t k e n t e y n z Cl 1 u w m i n a m

R 10: 28 11 11 27 7 6 6 3 28 21 9 2 9 28 4 10 2 .28

L 22 19 21 1 1 7 7 3 7 16 22 1 1 1 2 1 5 13 9

It contains aluminum,

we find that the range of following phonemes is larger than that of the

preceding. In It contains aluminum) for example, the range of succes-

sors is 28-2 26 and that of predecessors is 22-1 ~ 21. Moreover,

the R's and L's give different segments. From the R,'s we obtain

it/k8n/teynz/dluwm(in/~m
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From the L's alone we obtain

it/kBn/teynz/eluWlliin/em

Another example of different segmentation resulting from following

and preceding units is found in Gammon (1963). In this study the lin

guistic units were Fries' classes, and the sample a text of 5000 words.

The second-order segments from following classes are

If one believes/that all questions raised/by sCience/ ...

The reverse segmentation gives:

If/one beDEves that all/questions raised by/science

In this text, the variance of E
R

is larger than that of E
L

.

In the Ted and Sally data, following morphemes are more variable

tran preceding morphemes. Using entropy as a measure of diversity,

where E indicates expected value. It may be shown that the expected

value of right and left entropies must be equal. For the variances we

find

The difference Var(ER) - Var(EL) is significant for this sample.

For the application of our segmentation rules it is of interest that

ER - It is more closely correlated with ER than it is with EL·



In a hypothetical case we might imagine that E
L

were a constant

for all linguistic units. Then since

the difference ER - E
L

would be positive whenever E
R

exceeded its

mean, and zero or negative otherwise. In this case the correlation

and E,
r

and the correlation between \ER - ELI and EL ,

If this were the case, then EL would give no information for

segmentation.

We have not discovered such an extreme case, but in all the English

examples that we have considered, Var(E
R

) > Var(E
L

). Moreover, in these

examples Cor(\ER - ELI, ER) > Cor( IER - ELI, EL). The variances and

correlations are shown in Table 12.

Text iLength Var(ER) Var(E
L

) Cor( IER-ELI ,ER) Cor( IER-ELl ,EL )

Ted and Sally 4646 2·33 1.98 .61 ·51

Robinson .crusoe 2100 3.63 3.46 .32 .24

Word and Object 900 2.19 1.99 ·37 .19

Table 12. Variances and Correlations.
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These measures of directional diversity apparently reflect that

the language is a unidirectional process. This is to be expected in a

suffixing language such as English, but we can make no conclusions about

language in general.
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CONCLUSIONS

The stated purpose of this essay was to clarify the distributional

nature of the word. The assumption throughout has been that a word is a

cluster of morphemes. A large part of our development has been devoted

to a quantification of what one might mean by "cluster of morphemes."

One way of approximate quantification leads to the segmentation rules,

and we have presented the results of their application in numerical

detail. We feel that this degree of detail is necessary for the adequante

interpretation of numerical linguistic data.

The hypothesis that words are clusters of morphemes according. to

our interpretation is partially verified by the data that have been pre

sented, but the results remain suggestive rather than definitive. Prin

ters' words and distributional groupings are coextensive with a much

greater-than-chance frequency. Moreover, in one case at least, there is

a close correspondence between the degree of distributional separation

of morphemes and the corresponding syntactic boundaries.

An ofttimes unstated ass1Bnption in statistical studies of language

is that the results would become better if the sample size were larger.

This assumption is confirmed, but only in a restricted sense. In the

specialized language of the primer Ted and Sally, we used a large sample

procedure to eliminate many zero-degree segments and obtain a close

correspondence with printers' words. This procedure is applicable to the

closed vocabulary of this primer, in which every morpheme is used many

times. It would not be applicable to texts where Zipf's law holds and

most morphemes are used only once.
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A study of the relationship between segmentation and sample size

shows that segments are quite stable and do not change with respect to

longer and longer portions of a text. In Some cases, of course, larger

sampl.es break up segments which occurred initially for lack of distribu

tional information. The general conclusion is that the distributional

freedom with respect to limited contexts may be established from rela

tively small samples.

With regard to establishing the distributional reality of printers'

words, morpheme se@nents of fixed order do not necessarily approach words

as the sample size increases. We would expect, however, from the inference

used on the Ted and Sally text that samples large enough to make inferences,

using more context than single morpheme~would give close correspondences.

The question of how much context remains unanswered. An indication of

the required sample size may be obtained from the estimates of morphemic

diversity.

For very large samples it might happen that segmentation rules

involving the magnitudes of the differences R~L, rather than just the

signs, would give better results. Another possibility depends on the

right-left asymmetry of English. Since English apparently has more

variable freedom of combination on the right, rules involving long con

texts may need to involve only the preceding units. This is usually the

case in the operation of Harris's procedure. There, most morpheme boun

daries occur at points of maximum freedom of combination of follOWing

phonemes.

The distributional clusters which do not correspond to printers'

words furnish style indicators. Thus, we have the zero-degree, first-
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order segments: look Ted, say Sally in Ted and Sally; on board and

on shore in Robinson Crusoe; and however and the case of in Word and

Object. With no regard paid to stress, these stylistic groupings show

the same strong association which is found between the morphemes occur-

ring within words. These groupings are not necessarily the most frequent

in a sample.

The groupings on board, the case of, etc. function as compounds in

their respective texts. We may speculate about the role of morpheme

frequency in the formation of compounds. To use our theory in a predic-

tive sense, we would assert morphemes showing strong association, in the

sense we have defined it, operate as compounds.

For specific questions of compound formation such as why blackbird

is one word and not two, we can give no general answers. Treating bl~k

.'
bird and as the same morpheme combination, we would expect

to find R(black) < L(black) a nd R(bird) > L(bird). Conversely, if

we found some combination BC with R(B) < L(B) and R(C) > L(C), and

-- /at the same time Band C could occur alone as Band C, then we

would expect BC to function as a compound.

Lacking a theory of meaning, we might question the identification

of M:rd with
.'

bird. A more immediate question of morpheme identifica-

tion is that of assignint sent in sentence and ~ to the same

morpheme. In the segmentation of the sample from Word and Object,

using only single morpheme contexts, this identification makes a difference

in segmentation. With respect to longer contexts the effect is unknown.

A larger sample might settle some questions of the effect of morpheme.

identification. More generally, we wonder whether morphemes, as we have
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identified them, are the optimal sub-word units for the operation of

distributional procedures.

Our rules enable us to make statements about the relative ease of

combination of linguistic units. We have already pointed out that in

the Robinson Crusoe sample the, in the context the II ship, shows

neutral association, while in the context the IIII first, the disas

sociation is strong. A parallel example, also in Robinson Crusoe, is

on where we find on board, on shore. On the other hand, in the context

of the prepositional phrases on us and on them, we find the neutral

associations £!! II ~ and on II they.

These examples suggest that there are degrees of distributional

freedom and that instead of hoping to give an absolute distributional

characterization of the word, we should speak of degrees of word-hood.

The degree of boundedness of the morphemes of a word is not an absolute

property but depends on the corpus contffining them, and in addition the

context of surrounding morphemes.
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APPENDIX

The segmentation rules are numerical procedures for grouping linguis

tic units. Here we apply these rules to phonetic and graphemic data.

The first example is a comparison of segmentations following from

phonetic and phonemic representations of a sentence. The samples are

Francis's transcription of "Grip the Rat. ,,35 The first sentence of the

sample is

Once there was a young rat who couldn't make up his mind.

Relative to a sample of 600 phones, without stress and juncture,

the FOSR gives the third- and fourth-degree segments

A graphemic approximation is

Once there wasa young rat whocould nt m akeu piz mind.

Using SOSR 2 we obtain

Graphemically the third- and fourth-degree segments are

On ce there was a youngrat whoc ouldnt make up his mind.

The second-order segmentation yields morphemes, except for youngrat and

whoc ouldn't.

35 N. Francis, The Structure of American English, New YorK, 1959.
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Using a phonemic representation of the same text, we obtain the

first-order segments

w/ans/tarwj;> zp Y/o"r}r/ae t/huk/ ud,€;> nt/meyk! :piZ/maynd.

Or graphemically

Once therew as ay oungr at whoc ould n't make uphis mind.

The second-order segments are

wdnsj!}8r/wj;;)zpYo:FF£ t/huk/udkJ n/t/meyk/8pizmaynd.

Or graphemically

Once there w as ayoungrat whoc ould n t make uphismind.

As we have interpreted grouping, a phonetic, rather than a

phonemic, representation gives more recognizable results. This may be a

result of the loss of distributional information when phones are assigned

to phonemes.

For a graphemic application we compare Ted and Sally and Word

and Object. Using letters, we can process much larger samples than we

could using morphemes.

Relative to the first 16,640 letters of Ted and Sally, we obtain

the second-order segments

Come Boots said Ted.

In this simple text almost all words can be isolated from letter samples.

We would obtain the same segments using the R's alone or the L's alone.
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In contrast, consider the sentence fragment from Word and Object:

What counts as a word as against a string .,.

Relative to a sample of 15,889 letters, the second-order segments from

maxima in R~

What cou nts asa word asa gain stas tring ...

From maxima in L:

Wh at counts asaw ord asaga ins tast ring

Combining the information from the Rs and L s into SOSR 2, we

obtain:

Whatcounts asa word asaga insta string .•.

Now Whitey was eleven years old, or thereabouts. He had .. ,

All Around Me, A. I. Gates, M. M. Bartlett, New York, 1957.
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SOSR 2 gives:

Now Whiteywas eleven year s oldor there about she had ...

This text illustrates that the segmentation follows distribution,

giving y,~, she, ... as segments. No punctuation was involved in

these letter samples. An introduction of punctuation would give s. he

rather than she, but not change the other groupings substantially for

a sample of this size.
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